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Abstract 
 

Office building with large glazed facades often require shading systems to reduce glare and 

high cooling loads, usually at the cost of daylight and a view to the outside. The Lumiduct 

façade system is a building integrated concentrator photovoltaic system, which is able to 

function as a semi-transparent shading device with a high diffuse light transmittance that 

converts the direct solar radiation in electric and thermal energy. A full-scale pilot project of 

Lumiduct was recently installed as a double skin façade on an existing building in Alblasserdam 

in order to demonstrate the performance of the Lumiduct.  

This study focused on investigating the visual and thermal performance of the Lumiduct 

façade system by conducting measurements and glare analysis with high dynamic range 

imaging at the pilot project and a reference building with a single skin tinted glazed facade. In 

addition, thermal and daylight simulations models were developed with the software TRNSYS 

and Radiance. These simulation models were then calibrated to the measurement data and 

used to conduct some parametric studies.  

Horizontal illuminance measurement results showed a high daylight availability during 

cloudy days with similar values as the reference facade. During sunny days, the illuminance 

was significantly reduced compared to the reference building. However, there were also certain 

illuminance peaks during the day caused by direct light that was transmitted through the side 

glazing of the double skin façade and the glass edges of the Lumiduct modules, which also 

led to disturbing or intolerable glare ratings. During warm sunny days, the inside air 

temperature was lower than the reference building, but still reached values above 30°C. The 

cavity of the double skin façade also reached high temperatures up to 58°C during these 

moments, which also negatively influenced the indoor thermal comfort. During the heating 

season, the cavity acted as a thermal buffer, which reduced the heat losses to the outside by 

around 20-30% compared to a single glazed façade. The heat in the cavity could also 

potentially be used to pre-heat a heating, ventilation and cooling system or the interior directly 

during moments with high direct solar radiation.  

After calibrating the thermal and daylight simulation models, the results had a good 

agreement with the measurement data. Some parametric studies with these simulation models 

showed that a larger outlet opening or temperature controlled forced ventilation could remove 

the heat from the cavity more effectively and thereby reduce the indoor air temperature during 

the summer. It was also found here that the side glazing of the Lumiduct facade can have a 

large contribution to causing visual and thermal discomfort. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
Many new and existing office buildings are designed with large glass façades to allow daylight 

inside, have a visual connection to the outside and create modern aesthetics. However, fully 

glazed façades are prone to visual and thermal discomfort due to glare and high indoor 

temperatures during the summer, hence resulting in higher cooling loads [1]. These office 

buildings with large glazed façades are also difficult to design or retrofit as nearly zero-energy 

buildings, which will be mandatory from 2020 for all new buildings and by 2050 for the existing 

building stock in the European Union [2, 3].   

In order to improve the indoor comfort of offices with large glazing areas, different shading 

systems such as blinds are usually used to reflect unwanted direct radiation. However, instead 

of blocking the radiation on the façade, this radiation can also be used as solar energy. 

Building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) are therefore a promising solution to provide a more 

comfortable indoor climate for buildings with glazed façades, while also contributing to a more 

sustainable building. Many different review studies have been done on BIPV systems/types for 

façades [4–10]. A lot of BIPV systems for façades still often come at the expense of a view to 

the outside and the amount daylight inside, resulting in the use of more artificial lighting. New 

technologies are being developed for more transparent BIPV systems such as solar windows. 

Another recent development is building-integrated concentrator PV [11, 12]. Concentrator PV 

(CPV) uses lenses or mirrors to only focus direct sunlight onto smaller and usually high 

efficiency solar cells. This will often require a tracking system so that the direct component of 

solar radiation is focused on the solar cells to generate electricity. For most high concentrating 

PV systems, the diffuse radiation component is not focused and therefore transmitted inside. 

BIPV glazed façade types can be categorized into PV modules as curtain wall system, solar 

window glazing, external devices and double skin façades.  

Table 1 provides an overview of different BIPV systems for glazed façades, currently under 

development or on the market. This is not a complete list of BIPV for glazed façade systems, 

as much research is currently being conducted on this topic with systems also being 

commercialized by multiple companies. The PV type in Table 1 shows the type of solar cells 

used in the BIPV system. This includes traditional crystalline solar cells, thin film solar cells, 

emerging (organic) cells as well as concentrator photovoltaics (CPV) with either single- or 

multi-junction cells. These BIPV technologies have different solar cell efficiencies as well as a 

difference in total solar cell area resulting in varying electrical generation performance levels. 

The adaptive ability of the BIPV system is dependent on whether or not any tracking system is 

used to follow the position of the sun for shading and/or concentrating direct light on solar cells. 

The daylight transmittance in Table 1 gives an indication of the amount of daylight through the 

PV modules and also gives an indication for the transparency of the system. Finally BIPV 

systems often have multiple functions besides generating electricity, such as shading, 

generating thermal energy, transmitting (diffuse) daylight, transparency and insulation. This 

will also partly determine for which climates and building types the BIPV system is most useful. 

Photos of each BIPV system in Table 1 are given in appendix 1. 
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Ref. Name system Developed by BIPV type PV type Efficiency 
Adaptive 
façade 

Light 
transmittance 

Additional 
functions 

[13–16] HeliOptix 
Rensselaer 
Polytechnic 

Institute 

Double skin 
façade 

Concentrator Fresnel 
lens with III-V multi-
junction solar cells 

21% electrical 
22% thermal 

Yes 
80%        

diffuse light 

 hot water, 
shading, 

view, 
daylight 

[17, 18] 
Spherical Glass 

Solar Energy 
Generator 

Rawlemon / 
André Broessel 

Curtain wall 
Concentrator sphere 

lens with triple-junction 
solar cells 

29.3% 
electrical 

Partly 
<80%      

diffuse light 

View, 
thermal 
energy 

[19] Beehive PV 
Kenotomi / 

SolarOr 
Curtain wall 

Concentrator with mono 
crystalline solar cells 

14-19% 
electrical 

no 
10-40%   

diffuse light 
Shading, 
insulation 

[20–23] 
Adaptive Solar 

Façade 
ETH Zurich 
University 

External 
device 

Copper indium gallium 
selenide (CIGS) thin-

film solar cells 

Max. 20.4% 
electrical 

Yes minimal 
Shading, 
individual 

control 

[24] Colt Shadovoltaic Colt International 
External 
device 

Mono/polycrystalline 
solar cells 

13-20% 
electrical 

Fixed or 
moveable 

minimal shading 

[25–29] Solar Squared 
Build Solar / 
University of 

Exeter 
Solar window 

Concentrator with Laser 
Grooved Buried 

Contact solar cells 

Depends on 
incident angle 

(10-18%) 
No 

Depends on 
incident angle 

Insulation, 
daylight 

[30–32] 
CoPEG 

 / PV/T hybrid solar 
window 

Ulster University 
/ Lund University 

Solar window 
Concentrator glass lens 

with multi crystalline 
solar cells 

Depends on 
incident angle 

(16-18%) 
Yes 

Depends on 
incident angle 

Insulation, 
thermal 
energy, 
daylight 

[33, 34] PowerWindow 
PHYSEE / 

Delft University 
of Technology 

Solar window 
Luminescent Solar 

Concentrator with CIGS 
thin-film cells 

Dependent of 
transparency 

No 
70%           

visible light  

View, 
daylight, 
insulation 

[35, 36] 
ClearView Power 

technology 
Ubiquitous 

Energy 
Solar window 

Organic / polymer solar 
cells 

10% electrical No 
90%           

visible light  
View, 

daylight 

[37] 
Dye Solar Cell 

Façade 
Solaronix Solar window 

Hybrid / dye-sensitized 
solar cells 

 9% electrical 
10 kWh/m2/yr. 

No 
Adjustable 

0-80% 
Aesthetics, 

shading 

[38–40] 
PV Glass 
modules 

Onyx Solar / 
Ertex Solar / 

Schüco 
Solar window 

Amorphous thin-film / 
Crystalline Silicon solar 

cells 

Max. 16% 
electrical 

No 
0-40%       

visible light  
Shading, 
daylight 

[41–43] Sphelar 
Sphelar Power 

Corporation 
Solar window 

Concentrated on mono 
crystalline solar cells 

20% electrical No 
50-80% 

transparency 
Daylight, 

view 

Table 1. BIPV systems for glazed façades. 
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1.2 Lumiduct façade system 
The BIPV system for glazed façades that will be studied in this research is the Lumiduct façade 

system developed by Wellsun [44, 45]. Specifications of the Lumiduct’s performance, based 

on initial calculations and measurements, are given in Table 2. Lumiduct uses semi-

transparent high concentrator PV modules (Figure 1a) with III-V multi-junction solar cells, 

developed by Morgan Solar. A Lumiduct CPV module consists of around 350 solar cell 

receivers, which have a diameter of around 23 mm (Figure 1b) and a high electrical efficiency 

of around 30%. The Lumiduct system consists of a dual-axis tracking mechanism that follows 

the position of the sun in order to concentrate the direct sunlight on the solar cells. From the 

BIPV systems in Table 1, Lumiduct is most similar to the Helioptix. However, instead of Fresnel 

lenses, a technology called Light-guide Solar Optic (LSO), is used to concentrate direct 

sunlight on the solar cells. Figure 2 shows how the LSO principle works for concentrating direct 

light compared to a CPV Fresnel Lens. The concentrating optic consists of very thin acrylic 

planar waveguides that trap the direct light and guide it to its centre, where a round glass optic 

concentrates the light further to the solar cell. This technology therefore has a very short focal 

distance, resulting in less fragile and thinner enclosures for the CPV modules, which also use 

less material compared to other CPV technologies. The direct radiation that is not converted 

into electricity (around 70%) is absorbed by the modules and released as heat. The diffuse 

radiation component is not concentrated by the optic and is therefore mostly transmitted inside. 

The CPV modules thus also act as a semi-transparent shading device that absorbs the direct 

sunlight (Figure 1a) and transmits the useful diffuse daylight.  

The CPV modules are situated in the cavity of a 1 m wide double-skin façade (DSF) to 

protect the modules from outdoor weather conditions and contaminants in the air. This will also 

provide additional insulation and makes it possible to extract the heat released by the CPV 

modules from the cavity with heat exchangers. This thermal energy can then potentially be 

used for preheating ventilation air or other heat-demanding applications [46, 47]. The DSF has 

therefore a big influence on the thermal performance of the Lumiduct façade. The cavity can 

be naturally or mechanically ventilated with outside air in order to cool the CPV modules and 

prevent any electrical efficiency and lifespan loss. For naturally ventilated DSFs, the main 

driving forces for creating an air flow in the cavity are a pressure difference between the inlet 

and outlet due to thermal buoyancy and due to wind. Airflows due to thermal buoyancy occur 

mostly during high solar irradiance (high temperature difference), while a wind driven flow 

occurs mostly with high outdoor wind speeds and low solar irradiance [48]. 

DSF design parameters such as the ventilation mode, ventilation openings, cavity 

dimensions, window panes and shading devices can affect the indoor energy consumption and 

thermal/visual comfort [46]. In addition, the climate and season are important aspects that can 

influence the visual and thermal performance of a DSF. For example, it was found with an 

experimental study by Peng et al. that a mechanically ventilated PV-DSF gives the lowest 

average solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), while a non-ventilated PV-DSF gives the highest 

insulation performance. It was therefore advised that in hot sunny climates or the summer 

season, the DSF should be mechanically ventilated to remove the heat, while in winter seasons 

a non-ventilated DSF should be used as it will reduce the heat loss from indoors. A naturally 

buoyancy driven ventilation operation can be used as a more balanced DSF solution [49, 50]. 

 
Table 2. Lumiduct specifications [51]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CPV module dimensions (LxWxH) 610 x 457 x 13 mm 

Yearly electrical energy yield (south, Netherlands) 74 kWhel/m2/year 

Yearly heat generation (south, Netherlands) 105 kWhth/m2/year 

Direct light transmission ~1 % 

Diffuse light transmission ~70 % 

Unobstructed view factor (yearly average)   42 % 
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Figure 1. Lumiduct CPV module: (a) CPV module acting as shading device; (b) Close-up photo of 

solar cell receivers in CPV module [44]. 

 
Figure 2. Light-guide Solar Optic working principle compared to a Fresnel Lens [52]. 

 

1.3 Research scope and objectives 
Previous experimental research on the Lumiduct system has mainly focused on the tracking 

system and energy generation [45, 53]. Due to the unique direct and diffuse transmittance 

properties of the Lumiduct façade, there is no conventional way of modelling the Lumiduct in 

Building Performance Simulation (BPS) tools. More complex simulations models have 

therefore been developed in previous and ongoing TU/e research projects to quantify the 

building’s energy reduction as well as the effect of Lumiduct on the indoor visual and thermal 

comfort  [45, 54, 55]. Because of the complexity of these models, there is a need for calibration 

and verification of these simulation models as well as a demonstration of the Lumiduct thermal 

and visual performance under full-scale conditions. This also led to the construction of a full-

scale pilot project at the company Mondial Movers in Alblasserdam. The Lumiduct is here 

installed on an existing 9 meter high and 3.8 meter wide façade with a southwest orientation 

(Figure 3). A 3 meter deep stairwell is located behind the whole Lumiduct façade (Figure 4).  

This study will focus on investigating the visual and thermal performance of the Lumiduct 

façade. Since the Lumiduct CPV modules act as a semi-transparent shading device, the first 

objective in this study is to quantify the effect of Lumiduct on the indoor visual and thermal 

comfort. Secondly, the DSF cavity influences the heat flow through the façade and contributes 

to the potential heat extraction through a heat exchanger. A second objective of this study is 

therefore to investigate and quantify the thermal and airflow behaviour of the Lumiduct DSF 

cavity. Finally, different buildings, orientations and climates can influence the visual and 

a b 
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thermal performance of the Lumiduct façade. Also certain design parameters such as 

ventilation modes, ventilation openings and glazing types can influence the performance of the 

Lumiduct façade system. A third objective is therefore to investigate the visual and thermal 

performance of the Lumiduct façade under different design parameters and environments. 

        

Figure 3. Lumiduct façade system pilot project: (a) cross-section of double skin cavity; (b) Outside 
view of Lumiduct and neighbour’s reference façade. 

 

Figure 4. Stairwell behind Lumiduct façade. 

b 

 

a 
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1.4 Research methods 
In order to quantify the effect of Lumiduct on the indoor visual and thermal comfort as well as 

the cavity thermal/airflow behaviour, measurements were taken at the pilot project of both the 

indoor stairwell and cavity. Also the neighbour’s building was used to conduct measurements 

in order to compare the Lumiduct performance with a more conventional and original (tinted) 

glazed façade (left façade in Figure 3b). A schematic overview of the research methods within 

this study are shown in Figure 5. A first step within this study was to review similar experimental 

studies on BIPV and double skin façades. Also initial simple thermal simulations and shadow 

analyse with Sketchup were performed to obtain potential sensor locations, but also details 

such as direct radiation protection. Different sensors were then tested and if necessary, 

calibrated in the BPS lab. The calibrated sensors were then installed at the pilot project location 

and neighbours building. Also short-time measurements such as glare studies were performed 

on site. 

Parallel to the measurements, simulation models were developed based on previous 

studies to better understand the measurement results and thermal/airflow behaviour inside the 

DSF cavity and how this influences indoor comfort and energy loss. These models were then 

compared and calibrated to the measurement data in order to investigate whether the complex 

simulation models of the Lumiduct can predict its effect on the indoor comfort accurately 

enough. Finally, the verified simulation models were then used to conduct a short parametric 

study to give an initial indication of the influence of different environments and design 

parameters on the Lumiduct performance and resulting energy consumption.  

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic overview of research methods. 

1.5 Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 of this thesis will discuss the measurement setup at the Mondial Movers pilot project 

in Alblasserdam as well as the measurement results from December 2017 to May 2018. 

Chapter 3 will describe the model development for both thermal/airflow and daylight 

simulations. Also the calibration of these simulation models against the measurement data is 

included in this chapter. Some parametric studies with these calibrated simulation models are 

described in chapter 4. Finally, in chapter 5 the results are discussed in terms of limitations 

and recommendations. Moreover, conclusions and potential future work for this research are 

given here in terms of the visual and thermal performance of the Lumiduct façade.  
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2. Experimental study 
 

2.1. Measurement setup 
The long-term measurement setup consisted of different types of sensors, including air and 

surface temperature, illuminance, heat flux and airflow sensors. Three Grant dataloggers were 

used to connect the different sensors and store the data. The sensors were used to evaluate 

the thermal/airflow behaviour in the DSF cavity of the Lumiduct and to evaluate the indoor 

visual/thermal comfort with the Lumiduct façade and also compare it to the reference façade 

of the neighbour’s stairwell. All sensors were set to a sample interval of 10 seconds, for which 

the average of the last 6 sample intervals (1 minute logging interval) was stored on the 

datalogger. 

 

2.1.1. Visual performance 
In order to investigate the daylight availability behind the Lumiduct façade, the horizontal 

illuminance inside both stairwells was measured with Hagner Detector SD2 illuminance photo-

sensors. Groups of four and two sensors were connected to an amplifier, as the sensors give 

an output of around 100 pA/lux. The calibration of these individual illuminance sensors with an 

Ulbricht sphere is presented in appendix 2. As shown in Figure 6, four illuminance sensors 

were placed in a straight line under the staircase of Mondial Movers (Lumiduct case), while 

two illuminance sensors were placed under the staircase of the neighbours building (reference 

case). All illuminance sensors were placed at an equal distance of 0.75 m from each other, 

with 0.375 m (half of the sensor spacing distance) from the front façade, so that the total 

distance equals the room depth of 3 m [56]. Due to the presence of the stairwell, the ceiling 

height (staircase landing) is not representative of an office room. The illuminance sensors were 

therefore placed 1 m from the side wall and at floor level, instead of at desk height as otherwise 

more shadows would have been cast on the sensors due to the presence of the staircase.  

             

Figure 6. Ground floor plan of stairwells with illuminance sensor locations  
(left stairwell is from the reference building). 

To evaluate potential glare with the Lumiduct façade, a high dynamic range (HDR) camera 

(Canon EOS 550D) with an attached fisheye lens was used to mimic the 180° field of view of 

a human eye. This camera was positioned on the staircase and on a tripod under the staircase, 

Illuminance 

sensor 

N 
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both at 1.2 m height to represent a sitting person (Figure 7). The camera was only used for 

short-term measurements during specific days with a more sunny sky. The software DSLR 

Remote Pro Multi-Camera (Breeze Systems) was used to take five pictures with different 

brightness exposures by using different shutter speeds. The Radiance program hdrgen was 

then used to combine the five photos into one HDR image. The evalglare tool in Radiance was 

used to evaluate the possibility of glare of the HDR picture with various glare metrics and 

luminance values. False colour images were also created with the Honeybee tool in 

Grasshopper. The calibration of the HDR camera by using a luminance meter can be found in 

appendix 3. 

 
Figure 7. HDR camera on a tripod under the staircase directed at Lumiduct. 

2.1.2. Thermal performance 
An overview of the installed thermal and airflow related sensor locations is shown in Figure 8, 

which is a section drawing of the Mondial Movers building and Lumiduct façade. The air 

temperature of the stairwells and cavity as well as the glazing surfaces temperature were 

measured with NTC thermistors. For the air temperature in the stairwell of Mondial Movers two 

sensors were placed under the intermediate staircase landings, at 1.9 m and 4.7 m height, to 

get a vertical temperature profile.  

To quantify the airflow inside the DFS cavity of the Lumiduct, two Windsonic anemometers 

(Gill Instruments) were placed on the metal grate at the ground and first floor levels, at 0.3 m 

and 3.3 m height (Figure 9a). These anemometers are normally used for outdoor weather 

conditions, but have also shown to be accurate for low air velocities. An advantage of this 

anemometer is that besides the air velocity, also the air direction is measured. NTC thermistors 

were also attached to these anemometers, which were covered by an aluminium tube to 

protect the sensors from the influence of direct solar radiation [57].  

Surface temperatures of the glazing panes in the DSF cavity were also measured with NTC 

thermistors to obtain a horizontal temperature profile in the cavity. Moreover, a Hukseflux 

HFP01 heat flux plate was attached to the inner glazing pane with double sided tape to 

measure the heat flow through the façade (positive value is outwards heat flow). To protect 

these sensors from direct solar radiation as well, aluminium foil was placed against the glazing 

pane (Figure 9b). The surface temperature and heat flux sensors were only located on the 

ground floor level. For the neighbours building, similar sensor locations were used for the 

air/surface temperature and heat flux sensors. Except only one NTC thermistor at 1.9m height 

was used to measure the indoor air temperature and no surface temperature sensor was 

placed on the outer side of the glazed façade.  
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Figure 8. Mondial Movers and Lumiduct façade section drawing with sensor locations. 

                                    
Figure 9. Sensors: (a) Airflow sensor with NTC thermistor attached in aluminium tube in cavity; (b) Heat 
flux plate and surface temperature sensor attached to inner glazing pane covered with aluminium foil. 

Temperature sensor 

Air flow sensor 

Heat flux sensor 

b a 
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2.2. Daylight availability results 
To evaluate the ability of the Lumiduct façade to transmit diffuse radiation, while blocking direct 

radiation that could potentially cause glare, the horizontal illuminance results were compared 

to the neighbour’s reference case. Figure 10 and 11 show a linear and logarithmic scale 

scatterplot of the neighbour’s (reference case) versus the Mondial Movers’s (Lumiduct case) 

horizontal illuminance results for the sensor located at 1.125 m from the façade. These graphs 

shows all the data points during the day (6:00 to 21:00) from December to May. Each dot 

represents one minute and its colour depicts the hour of the day. The results for the sensor at 

0.375 m from the façade show a similar behaviour and are therefore shown in appendix 4. 

Figure 11 shows that for low illuminance values (below 1000), both Lumiduct and reference 

case are mostly similar to each other. It can also be observed that during the morning, the 

illuminance is usually higher for the Lumiduct case, while in the evening it is the other way 

around. This can be explained by the orientation of the façade and the interior partition wall 

between both stairwells. Overall, the reference case has higher illuminance values than the 

Lumiduct case, but there are still a lot of high illuminance values for the Lumiduct case that 

could cause potential glare.  

 
Figure 10. Scatterplot of all horizontal illuminance data points of Lumiduct vs reference case with 

linear scale. 
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Figure 11.Scatterplot of all horizontal illuminance data points of Lumiduct vs reference case with 

logarithmic scale. 

Figure 12 shows a filtered plot of the horizontal illuminance at 1.125 m from the façade during 

only cloudy sky periods. This was defined with hours that have lower than 6 minutes of 

sunshine, determined by the global radiation of the Rotterdam KNMI weather station. This 

graph shows that the horizontal illuminance is very similar to the reference case during cloudy 

days with a few exceptions, probably caused by the difference in KNMI data and local weather. 

The diffuse transmittance of the Lumiduct system is thus very similar to the one of the reference 

glazed façade. This is also shown in Figure 13 and 14, where the horizontal illuminance on 

two cloudy days in December and May is compared between the Lumiduct and reference case 

for the sensors both at 0.375 m and 1.125 m from the façade. The illuminance of the Lumiduct 

case is here very close to the reference case, showing that the Lumiduct façade works well in 

terms of allowing diffuse daylight inside and thus not much additional artificial lighting will be 

necessary during cloudy days.  

 
Figure 12. Horizontal illuminance data 1.125 m from the façade with a cloudy sky (60% of the time). 
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Figure 13. Comparison illuminance between Lumiduct and reference on a cloudy day in December. 

 

 
Figure 14. Comparison illuminance between Lumiduct and reference on a cloudy day in May. 

 

In order to evaluate the visual performance of the Lumiduct façade under clear sky conditions, 

a comparison between the Lumiduct and reference case of the illuminance sensor at 1.125 m 

from the façade was made. The results are shown in Figure 15 and 16 for a sunny day in 

February and March, both with a logarithmic illuminance scale. Here the green area can be 

considered as useful daylight for occupants (below 3000 lux) and the red area represents 

illuminance that can be considered excessive and could potentially cause glare (above 3000 

lux). However, this is also dependent on the type of task performed inside. 
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Figure 15. Comparison illuminance between Lumiduct and reference on a sunny day in February. 

 

 
Figure 16. Comparison illuminance between Lumiduct and reference on a sunny day in March. 

Noticeable bigger differences between the Lumiduct and reference case can be observed in 

these sunny days. Overall, the illuminance is higher for the Lumiduct case in the morning 

between 8:00 and 13:00, which is due to the interior partition wall that blocks radiation for the 

neighbour’s (reference) stairwell (Figure 6). A large peak can also be observed for the 

Lumiduct case in Figure 15 just before 12:00. The reason for this peak is the direct radiation 

that is passing through the southeast facing side glazing of the DSF and hitting the illuminance 

sensor, as shown in Figure 17a.  

After 13:00, the horizontal illuminance is generally much higher for the reference case, with 

maximum values of 12000 and 28000 lux respectively for these days in February and March. 

The Lumiduct case generally stays below 3000 or 4000 lux with the exception of a few peaks. 

The peak that is present at 13:30 for the Lumiduct case in both days is caused by direct 
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radiation that is reflected by the northwest facing side glazing of the DSF as is shown in Figure 

17b. The two peaks after 16:30 for the Lumiduct case on 19 March are caused by direct 

radiation being transmitted through the northwest facing DSF side glazing. A lot of peaks are 

thus caused by the DSF side glazing, which are only noticeable and problematic due to the 

small width of the façade. For larger façade areas the influence of the side glazing will be 

limited. 

   
Figure 17. Direct radiation on sensor due to DSF side glazing: (a) Direct radiation through 

southwest facing side glazing; (b) Direct radiation reflected by northwest facing side glazing. 

Finally, there are some peaks present for the Lumiduct case between 14:30 and 16:00 during 

both days. These are caused by direct radiation transmitting through the glass edges of the 

CPV modules (Figure 18a) resulting in light beams on the floor and walls (Figure 18b). Figure 

18b also shows the shadow created by the CPV modules, which indicates that most direct 

radiation is effectively blocked. The reference case also shows some large drops in illuminance 

at 13:30 and 15:00 on 19 March and 15:50 on 7 February. These drops are caused by the 

shadow created by the window frame of the reference façade but also the frames of the 

Lumiduct façade, as shown in Figure 19. The illuminance of the reference case at 15:00 on 19 

March also drops below the illuminance value of the Lumiduct case. This indicates the 

performance of the CPV modules in terms of blocking direct transmittance locally compared to 

shading with 0% direct light transmission. 

    
Figure 18. Direct radiation transmitted through the sides of the CPV modules: (a) Light beam 

through the sides of the CPV module; (b) Light beam hitting the illuminance sensor. 

b a 

b a 
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Figure 19. Shadows at reference case caused by window frame of reference and Lumiduct façade. 

These results of two sunny days show that there is a big influence of the side glazing of the 

Lumiduct DSF cavity. Since this influence is minimal for wider façade areas, a new filtered 

scatterplot was made, as shown in Figure 20. Here the peaks caused by the DSF side glazing 

for the Lumiduct case were filtered out by excluding illuminance data during these moments. 

 
Figure 20. Filtered scatterplot with no influence of DSF side glazing for illuminance sensor 1.125 

m from the façade (December to May). 

The filtered plot shows a clear horizontal line, where the illuminance at the Lumiduct case stays 

roughly below 5000 lux and the reference case increases up to 35000 lux, indicating the visual 

performance in terms of blocking direct sunlight. However, there are still a number of data 

points where the illuminance is higher at the Lumiduct case. These moments are here mostly 

caused by direct radiation passing through the sides of the CPV module.  

Table 3 presents the useful daylight illuminance (UDI) thresholds during work hours (8:00-

18:00) for the Lumiduct and reference case before and after filtering out the influence of the 

DSF side glazing. The table shows that the Lumiduct and reference cases are similar in terms 

of illuminance values below 100 lux. Here additional artificial lighting is needed, which is for 

around 20% of the working time. The amount of working time with a useful daylight illuminance 

(above 100 lux and below 3000 lux) is 3% higher for the Lumiduct case, due to a lower amount 
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of illuminance values above 3000 lux. This is 9.1% of the working time for the filtered Lumiduct 

case. An UDI threshold of higher than 5000 lux was also introduced, as the glare limit value is 

not always the same. Here a bigger difference can be observed, where the illuminance with 

the Lumiduct is only 3.3% of the working time higher than 5000 lux. 

 
Table 3. Useful daylight illuminance (UDI) for Lumiduct and reference case. 

 UDI < 100 lux UDI 100-3000 lux UDI > 3000 lux UDI > 5000 lux 

original filtered original filtered original filtered original filtered 

Lumiduct 18.0 % 19.9 % 67.2 % 71.0 % 14.8 % 9.1 % 5.2 % 3.3% 

Reference 18.0 % 19.8 % 65.1 % 68.0 % 16.9 % 12.1 % 8.6 % 8.6 % 

 

2.3. Glare evaluation results 

To better assess the ability of the Lumiduct façade to prevent glare inside, a glare study was 

done with HDR imaging. The potential glare risk can be expressed in certain glare metrics, 

which were calculated with the evalglare tool in Radiance. The glare metrics that were used 

for this analysis are the daylight glare probability (DGP in equation 1)  and CIE glare index 

(CGI in equation 2), as both have been shown to be useful indicators under daylight conditions 

[58, 59]. However, DGP has been formulated specifically for daylight conditions and should 

therefore be the more robust metric. 

 
𝐷𝐺𝑃 = 5.87 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝐸𝑣 + 0.0918 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 + ∑

𝐿𝑠
2 ∙ 𝜔𝑠  

𝐸𝑣
1.87 ∙𝑃2) + 0.16𝑖   (1) 

 

 𝐶𝐺𝐼 = 8 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(2 ∙
[1+(𝐸𝑑/500)]

𝐸𝑑+𝐸𝑖
∙ ∑

𝐿𝑠
2∙𝜔𝑠

𝑃2
𝑛
𝑖=1  )  (2) 

Here Ev is the vertical eye illuminance [lux], Ls is the luminance of the glare source [cd/m2], ωs 

is the solid angle of the glare source [°], P is the Guth position index [-], Ed is the direct vertical 

eye illuminance due to all glare sources [lux] and Ei is the indirect vertical eye illuminance [lux]. 

P expresses the discomfort by the glare source in terms of its position in the observer’s line of 

sight (higher contribution in middle of sight). The glare source is defined as areas with a 

luminance that is five times higher than the average luminance of the HDR picture as no visual 

task was present to take as average luminance area.  

Figure 21 shows the DGP and CGI during a sunny day on 7 February. The HDR camera 

was here placed on the staircase at 1.2 m height and facing the Lumiduct façade. A HDR 

picture was created roughly every 10 minutes, with a few breaks. The colours in the graph are 

representing the average assessment of the glare impression, which are imperceptible (green), 

perceptible (yellow), disturbing (orange) and intolerable glare (red) [60]. 
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Figure 21. DGP and CGI obtained from HDR photos during a sunny day in February. 

Both glare metrics show similarities in terms of the glare rating, which remains on the border 

between perceptible and disturbing during most of the time. Between 11:35 and 12:15, the sun 

is not yet visible behind the southwest façade and the higher luminance values are mostly 

caused due to the side glazing. In Figure 22 some false colour images with luminance values 

obtained from the HDR pictures of the moments with an orange circle in Figure 21. The red 

areas in these false colour images can be considered as the glare sources with a high 

luminance value (>8000 cd/m2). At 12:20 the sun is getting behind the CPV modules, close to 

the edge of the CPV module. In addition there is some contribution from the side glazing and 

from reflected light on a white car, resulting in a situation with potential disturbing glare. After 

this, the glare rating is dropping due to less reflections and contribution from the side glazing. 

At 13:05, some direct light is passing through the glass edge of the CPV modules and there is 

some glare contribution from additional reflections, resulting in a high glare rating. At 14:07 

and 15:08, the sun is behind the CPV module with no additional reflections and also more 

directly in line of sight of the observer (HDR camera) as show in Figure 22. The glare indices 

are here fluctuating around a DGP of 0.4, which means that some people working here might 

be disturbed. At 14:27, the sun is exactly between two CPV modules and therefore direct 

radiation is transmitted through the glass edge, resulting in high luminance values and glare 

ratings. Even though this moment has a short duration (around 5-10 minutes) it could be 

annoying if a person would be working here. It must however be noted that it is not common 

for someone to sit right in front of the façade, therefore another HDR camera position was 

tested. 
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Figure 22. False colour images with luminance values [cd/m2] from HDR pictures of Lumiduct 

façade at sunny day in February. 

Figure 23 shows the DGP and CGI values during a sunny day with a few clouds on 26 March, 

where the HDR camera was positioned on a tripod under the staircase. Here a bigger 

difference can be observed between the DGP and CGI glare ratings, as the DGP shows a 

mostly intolerable situation, while the CGI mostly indicates a disturbing situation. This 

difference is probably due to a large portion of the HDR picture containing the floor, wall and 

staircase, which have a low luminance value. The average luminance value and luminance 

threshold for the glare source are thus lower. The glare source therefore has a larger 

contribution to the glare rating, which is probably more dominant for the DGP calculations.  

12:20 14:07 

14:27 15:08 
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Figure 23. DGP and CGI obtained from HDR photos during a sunny day in March. 

There are a few reasons for the overall higher glare ratings on this day. First of all the sky 

radiation and luminance values are generally higher in March than in February, which is also 

shown by the difference in illuminance in Figure 15 and 16. Moreover, since there are some 

clouds, they might give additional reflections resulting in higher luminance values. Furthermore 

there is a contribution from both side glazing, which are transmitting and reflecting direct light 

inside and are in the field of view of the camera’s viewpoint. Finally during this day, the sun is 

moving behind the top CPV module of the bottom Lumiduct pillars. The sun is here close to 

the edges of CPV module, indicating that there will also be some moments during the year that 

direct light is transmitted between the Lumiduct pillars at the ground and first floor of the cavity. 

However, for a normal office situation this would probably be blocked with intermediate floors. 

These aspects are also shown in Figure 24, which contains a glare source image and some 

false colour images of the HDR images during this day. The top left image gives the total glare 

source area calculated by evalglare in dark blue. This area was determined by luminance 

values higher than four times the average luminance value of the transparent yellow circle. As 

the contrast is higher in this HDR picture, the glare sources are also larger compared to the 

HDR pictures made in February. For the false colour images, the maximum luminance values 

in the legend was increased to 24000 cd/m2 due to the overall higher sky luminance during 

this day. At 13:31, the sun (direct sunlight) is still behind the glazing frames, the large glare 

source area and high luminance values are therefore most probably caused by reflections from 

clouds. These direct light reflections from clouds are not focused on the solar cells and 

therefore transmitted inside, resulting in potential glare. At 13:56, the sun is appearing at the 

top of CPV modules of the bottom Lumiduct pillars, resulting in high luminance values there. 
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Also between the top and bottom edges of the CPV modules, some high luminance values can 

be observed due to possible reflections of clouds. At 14:40, the influence of the side glazing 

with high luminance values due to reflections can be observed, resulting in high glare ratings.  

 

 

 
Figure 24. Glare source and false colour images with luminance values [cd/m2] from HDR pictures 

of Lumiduct façade at partly cloudy day in March. 

 

2.4. Air cavity performance results 

The DSF cavity of the Lumiduct facade has multiple functions and possible advantages. In 

terms of thermal performance during the winter, it could act as a thermal buffer while also heat 

could possibly be extracted with heat exchangers during periods with higher direct solar 

radiation. During the summer it is important that very high cavity temperatures will not arise to 

prevent more solar cell efficiency loss and a shorter lifespan as well as additional heat flow 

rates to the interior, which will increase the indoor air temperature and thus the cooling loads.  

13:31 13:31 

13:56 14:40 
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Figure 25 shows the influence of direct solar radiation during a winter day. Here 13 January 

is a cloudy sky with mostly diffuse radiation, while 14 January is a sunny day with higher direct 

solar radiation. The air flow velocity is also given as a moving average over the last 10 minutes. 

During the cloudy day, the cavity temperatures are 2-4°C higher than the outdoor temperature 

during both the day and night. The upwards air velocity in the cavity at 3.3m height is then 

around 0.03 m/s, due to wind-driven flow. During the sunny day on 14 January, the bottom and 

middle cavity air temperature is increased by around 5°C and 10°C respectively. The upwards 

air velocity also increases to 0.04-0.1 m/s, probably due to the thermal buoyancy effect. This 

shows that the direct radiation that is absorbed and released by the CPV modules has a large 

contribution to the cavity air temperatures. The probable reason for the still relatively low air 

velocities is the large cavity area of around 3.8 m². Also the air temperature and velocity might 

be higher closer to the CPV modules as here most of the heat is released. 

 

 
Figure 25. DSF cavity air temperatures and flow velocity during two days in winter time. 

Figure 26 shows the cavity temperatures and outwards heat flux during a sunny and warm day 

in May. The air temperature in the cavity at 3.3 m height has here a maximum value of 57°C 

and might possibly be even higher at the upper part of the cavity or closer to the CPV modules. 

This could have a negative impact on the solar cell efficiency and Lumiduct lifespan, but also 

negatively contribute to the indoor air temperature in the stairwell. This is also shown in the 

results from the heat flux sensor at 0.3m height, which gives an inwards heat flux between 

13:30 and 00:00 up to 50 W/m². This value is probably even higher at the upper part of the 

façade, which will lead to higher indoor air temperatures at the upper floor levels. This was 

also visible in the stairwell air temperature results, where the indoor air temperature at 4.9 m 

height was 4°C higher than the temperature at 1.9 m height, which is normally 1°C during the 

night. In order to reduce this inwards heat flux, a higher (forced) ventilation flow rate might be 

necessary in the cavity to remove the cavity heat more effectively. The heat in the cavity could 

then also potentially be harvested to pre-heat an HVAC system at the top of the cavity, but 

because the indoor air temperature is already above 21°C it cannot used for space heating 

during this day.  
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Figure 26. DSF cavity air temperatures and heat flux during a sunny day in May. 

 

Figure 27 shows the moving average of the airflow velocity and direction over the last 15 

minutes in the cavity at 3.3 m height for the same sunny day in May. The air velocity reaches 

a maximum value when the air temperature is also at its maximum, which is explained by the 

buoyancy effect. However, there are still a lot of fluctuations, which could indicate a complex 

airflow behaviour. This is also shown in the airflow direction, which fluctuates between 90° and 

270° when solar radiation hits the façade. This indicates a sideways airflow in the length of the 

cavity. It could be that the upwards flow is higher at the outer side of the CPV modules or closer 

to them. During periods with no solar radiation the air direction is around 180° during this day, 

indicating an upwards flow.  

 
Figure 27. DSF cavity airflow velocity and direction during a sunny day in May. 
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To evaluate the overall capacity of the Lumiduct DSF to pre-heat the ventilation air flow in the 

cavity during the heating season, the pre-heating efficiency (𝜂𝑃𝐻) was used as a performance 

indicator (equation 3) [61–63]. The exhaust ventilation air in the cavity was here assumed to 

be used to pre-heat an HVAC system that is installed at the top of the DSF cavity. 

 

𝜂𝑃𝐻 =
𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ−𝑇𝑜

𝑇𝑖−𝑇𝑜
  (3) 

Here Texh is the air temperature of the exhaust air in the cavity, Ti is the indoor air temperature 

in the stairwell and To is the outdoor air temperature. 𝜂𝑃𝐻 thus represents the ratio between 

the enthalpy flux of the air that flows in the cavity and the enthalpy flux required to pre-heat the 

ventilation air. So if 𝜂𝑃𝐻 < 0, there is no energy recovery of the air inside the cavity. If 0 < 𝜂𝑃𝐻 

< 1, the Lumiduct façade is able to pre-heat the ventilation air, but additional heating is 

required. If 𝜂𝑃𝐻 >= 1, the Lumiduct façade is able to completely preheat the ventilation air flow. 

This index is only useful for the heating season, so 𝜂𝑃𝐻 was only calculated for the time when 

the outdoor air temperature is below 21°C. Since no air temperature sensor was located at the 

outlet of the DSF cavity, Texh was assumed as the air temperature at 3.3 m height, but then 

increased by the half of the difference between the cavity air temperature at 0.3 and 3.3 m due 

to thermal buoyance effect. So this means that for 14 January at 15:00 (Ti=16°C):                  

 𝜂𝑃𝐻 =
(21+5)−5

16−5
∙ 100 = 150%. Figure 28 shows a duration curve of the pre-heating efficiency in 

percentage for the months December to May, when To is below 21°C. Here it can be observed 

that for around 20% of the time, the air exhaust of the cavity can be used for completely 

preheating the HVAC system or directly pre-heat the indoor stairwell by natural ventilation (𝜂𝑃𝐻 

> 1). However, because the air temperature in the office rooms might be cooler than the 

stairwell, this percentage might be higher in reality. Also the actual exhaust air temperature 

may be higher or lower than the currently assumed value. 

 
Figure 28. Duration curve of pre-heating efficiency of Lumiduct façade for the months December to May. 

Due to the presence of the DSF, the cavity of the Lumiduct acts as an additional thermal buffer. 

To assess the performance of this additional insulation, the heat flux of the Lumiduct façade 

was compared to the reference façade when the indoor air temperature was similar to each 
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other. Figure 29 shows this comparison for the Lumiduct and reference façade when the indoor 

air temperature is within 1°C of each other and when the indoor air temperature is below 24°C 

(around 50% of the time). The graph shows that the outwards heat flux is higher than 15 W/m2 

for around 20% of the time for the Lumiduct and for 65% of the time for the reference case. In 

terms of heat loss to the outside, the Lumiduct thus performs better due to the additional 

thermal buffer. This is also expressed in the average outwards heat flux value with similar air 

temperatures, which is 10.8 W/m2 for the Lumiduct and 18.2 W/m2 for the reference façade. A 

comparison of the inwards heat flux to the stairwell during high outdoor air temperatures is 

difficult to make due to the possible influence of direct solar radiation heating the sensor.  

 
Figure 29. Duration curve of outwards heat flux for Lumiduct and reference case. 

In addition, the thermal buffer efficiency (ηTB) was used to assess the Lumiduct performance 

in terms of acting as an extra thermal buffer. The thermal buffer efficiency is defined in equation 

4 [64]. 

 𝜂𝑇𝐵 =
𝑇𝑜−𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑇𝑜−𝑇𝑖
  (4) 

 

This means that when 0 < ηTB < 1, the cavity air temperature is higher than the outdoor 

temperature, resulting in reduced heat losses due to the thermal buffer. If ηTB > 1, the air 

temperature of the cavity is higher than the indoor air temperature, resulting in an inwards heat 

flux. This efficiency was calculated for both floor levels and both during periods when the indoor 

air temperature was below and above 24°C (80% and 20% of the data, respectively). The 

duration curves of the thermal buffer efficiency percentage are shown in Figure 30.  

The graph shows that the first floor has a slightly better thermal buffer effect. During the 

heating season (Ti<24°C), the thermal buffer of the Lumiduct reduces the heat losses by 20-

30% for most of the time compared to a single skin facade. During the cooling period (Ti > 

24°C), the cavity temperature is higher than the stairwell temperature for a large portion of the 

time (around 30% and 50% for the ground and first floor respectively). This could have negative 

consequences for the indoor thermal comfort, especially for the first floor.  
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Figure 30. Duration curve of thermal buffer efficiency for both floor levels in the Lumiduct case. 

 

2.5. Thermal comfort analysis 

Indoor air temperatures of buildings with large glass façades can reach high values. A goal of 

the Lumiduct façade is therefore also to reduce the amount of high indoor air temperatures 

and henceforth the cooling demand by blocking direct radiation with the CPV modules. In order 

to evaluate the ability of the Lumiduct façade to reduce the cooling demand, the indoor air 

temperature of the Lumiduct case stairwell was compared to the reference case stairwell. 

Figure 31 shows the comparison in indoor air temperature at 1.9 m height (ground floor) 

between the Lumiduct and reference case during a warm week in May. The indoor air 

temperature at 4.6 m height (first floor) for the Lumiduct case is also shown here. The radiator 

in both stairwells was presumably turned off during this week.  

The graph shows that the maximum indoor air temperature of the Lumiduct case is reduced 

by 1-4°C compared to the reference case. However, the indoor air temperature still reaches 

temperatures up to 32°C for the ground floor. This shows that the indoor air temperature is 

reduced compared to the original situation (reference case), but can still be uncomfortably high 

during certain days. This is especially true for the air temperature of the first floor, which still 

reaches 35°C. It must be noted that the maximum air temperature is often reached after 

working hours (18:00). A possible reason for the high indoor air temperatures of the Lumiduct 

case is the direct radiation that is entering the stairwell through the side glazing of the DSF 

cavity and through the glass edges of the CPV modules. This effect would be reduced with a 

wider façade. In addition, since the cavity is reaching very high air temperatures (especially at 

the first floor), there will be a high inwards heat flux to the stairwell, which will increase the 

indoor air temperature as well. This is also shown in the indoor air temperature of the Lumiduct 

case at the first floor (4.6 m height), which is significantly higher than the ground floor. In order 

to improve this, the air flow rate in the cavity could be increased with a larger outlet opening or 

with forced ventilation.  
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Figure 31. Comparison indoor air temperature Lumiduct and reference case for a warm week in May. 

Another performance indicator for the indoor thermal comfort is the surface temperature of the 

inner side of the inner glass pane as it determines the mean radiant temperature of the room.  

For an occupant working closely to the façade, the temperature difference between the internal 

glass surface and the indoor air temperature should be within 5°C as an comfort indicator [61]. 

So this temperature difference (ΔT) was calculated for both the Lumiduct and reference case 

during working hours (08:00-18:00), for which a duration curve is shown in Figure 32. This 

graph shows that the temperature difference for the Lumiduct case is too low (<-5°C) for 

around 12% of the working time and too high (>+5°C) for around 7% of the working time. The 

surface temperature of the reference case is generally higher with around 13% of the time a 

too high temperature difference. The reason for this difference is probably due to the reduced 

radiation hitting the glazing pane (blocked by Lumiduct). However this could also be caused 

by the difference in glazing types used, which might have different absorption values. Also the 

Lumiduct case had generally higher heating set-points, which could explain this difference. 

 
Figure 32. Comparison inner surface and air temperature difference for Lumiduct and reference.  
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3. Model development & Calibration 
 

Both thermal/airflow and daylight simulation models were created with multiple software. 

Figure 33 provides an overview of the different software that were used for these simulation 

models and how they are connected. Coupled thermal and airflow simulations were performed 

with TRNSYS 18 and CONTAM. Daylight simulations were conducted with Radiance. 

However, most Radiance commands and modifying of the BSDF data were done in Matlab. 

Sketchup was used to provide the 3D geometry for both simulations, while the software LBNL 

WINDOW was used to generate glazing data and BSDF data to be used in both simulations. 

     
Figure 33. Schematic overview of connections between software for simulations. 

 

3.1. Thermal/airflow simulations 

In order to model the thermal behaviour of the Lumiduct façade, thermal simulation models 

were created with the software TRNSYS 18. The software CONTAM 3.2 was coupled with 

TRNSYS by using type 97 to incorporate the influence of airflow in the DSF cavity. Here the 

air cavity temperatures and outdoor weather conditions from TRNSYS are used by CONTAM 

to calculate the airflow rate through the inlet openings and inside the DSF cavity. A 3D 

geometry model of Mondial Movers was created in Sketchup (Figure 34) to calibrate the model 

with the measurement data. This 3D model was then exported to TRNSYS with the Trnsys3d 

plugin. The stairwell and double skin cavity, in which the Lumiduct CPV modules are situated, 

were modelled as three separate zones to obtain results at different heights. The sloping 

façade next to the Lumiduct was modelled as an exterior shade (purple) as it partially covers 

the side glazing of the double skin cavity. 

A weather file was created by manually adjusting an IWEC epw weather file by using the 

software Elements. Rotterdam KNMI weather data was used to obtain recent air temperature, 

wind speed/direction and global horizontal radiation values. The direct normal irradiance (DNI) 

was estimated by using the DIRINT model by Perez et al. [65] with the PV_LIB Toolbox in 

Matlab.  

 

Thermal/airflow simulations Daylight simulations 
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Figure 34: Geometry model created in Sketchup. 

3.1.1. TRNSYS simulation settings 
Within the multizone building Type 56 in TRNSYS, certain building parameters were defined. 

Details of the defined building components and glazing types used at Mondial Movers and the 

double skin facade are given in Table 4 and 5. The glazing properties were obtained by 

importing data from the WINDOW software. A radiator is also located at the ground floor of the 

stairwell. The heating set-point of this radiator is dependent on the air temperature in the office 

rooms and can also be manually turned on and off. Based on the measurement results, the 

heating set-point was set on 21°C between 4:00 and 18:00 and to 14°C during the rest of the 

day and the weekends with a maximum heating capacity of 300 W. In order to model the 

influence of the adjacent buildings and rooms to the stairwell, the boundary conditions in terms 

of air temperature were set as adiabatic with the same air temperatures to those in the stairwell. 

Because no permanent people or equipment are present in the stairwell, the internal gains are 

quite low. Only some small artificial lights are present in the staircase, which were usually 

turned on during the day. The internal gains were therefore set to a value of 2 W/m2 for the 

staircase levels to model the small artificial light bulbs and occasional people in the staircase. 

For the cavity zones, a detailed model was chosen for the beam radiation distribution and 

longwave radiation exchange within a zone. This is recommended for highly glazed zones and 

complex fenestration systems [66]. For the staircase zones, a standard model was used to 

save computational time. 

 
Table 4. Building component details for thermal simulations. 

Building 
component 

Materials (out to in) Thickness (m) 
U-value 
(W/m2K) 

Floor Stairwell 
Mineral wool/ 

concrete/linoleum 
0.1/0.2/0.005 = 0.315 0.4 

Roof stairwell 
Bitumen/concrete/ 

fiberglass/plasterboard 
0.005/0.105/ 

0.09/0.005 = 0.205 
0.4 

Interior partition walls Plaster/concrete/plaster 0.01/0.2/0.01 = 0.21 3.2 

Floor DSF Stone 0.05 3.0 

Roof DSF 
Bitumen/fiberglass/ 

plasterboard 
0.005/0.075/0.005 = 

0.085 
0.5 
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Table 5. Glazing details for thermal simulations. 

Glazing Thickness (mm) SHGC (-) g-value (-) U-value (W/m2K) 

Inner glazing DSF 4(2)4-15-4(2)4  0.723 0.83 2.6 

Outer glazing DSF 12(2)12 0.775 0.89 4.2 

 

3.1.2. CONTAM simulation settings 
The DSF cavity is naturally ventilated with openings positioned on the bottom of the three outer 

glazed façades of the double skin façade. These openings are 10 cm high and are covered 

with a metal mesh (Figure 35). An outlet opening with a diameter of 25 cm is located in the 

roof of the DSF, which is covered on top to prevent rain falling inside.  

The airflow simulation model of the DSF was created with the software CONTAM 3.2. This 

model consists also of three different floor levels of the cavity. The openings between the floor 

levels were defined as a shaft flow element with a cross-section area of 3.8 m2. The inlet 

openings were defined as an orifice area data flow element with default discharge and flow 

exponent values of 0.7 and 0.6. A wind pressure profile was defined for these openings with 

different wind pressure coefficients (Cp) at different wind directions. These Cp values were 

obtained from the TRNFLOW manual [67], where a shielded situation was chosen due to the 

surrounding buildings. The outlet opening was initially defined as an orifice area data with a 

cross-sectional area of around 500 cm2. The local terrain constant and velocity profile exponent 

were set to 0.4 representing an urban setting [68] with a wind speed modifier of 0.16.  

 
Figure 35. Cavity openings for natural ventilation. 

3.1.3. Calibration of simulation model 
The parameters that were used for fine-tuning and calibrating the simulation model are the 

thermal properties of the Lumiduct panels, namely the solar transmittance, absorbance and 

heat capacity as well as the airflow inside the cavity. The thermal properties of the CPV 

modules are not yet known, so some assumptions were made. The CPV modules were first 

modelled in the software WINDOW 7.6. Due to the unique thermal behaviour as well as the 

dual-axis movement of the CPV modules, some simplifications had to be made. The CPV 

modules were therefore represented as conventional horizontal venetian blinds. The horizontal 

slats were enlarged to a width of 230 mm (half of actual CPV module). These slats were spaced 

100 mm from each other to model the gaps between the modules, the glass edge around the 

CPV module and the distance between the modules and the side glazing of the cavity. These 

horizontal blinds were set as internal shading device behind the outer glazing layer with an air 

gap of 90 mm. Then five different BSDF files were exported with different slat angles ranging 
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from 40 to 80 degrees. These BSDF files were then combined into one BSDF data file with the 

trnBSDF tool. In TRSNYS, this data file was used as a complex fenestration model. Here the 

slat angle was based on the zenith angle of the sun, so that the slat is always more or less 

perpendicular to the direct solar radiation. This fenestration geometry model was not included 

in the airflow model, but instead as a roughness parameter of 0.4 m. This refers to the average 

size of obstructions in the shaft opening.  

In order to calibrate the simulation model, the air temperature in the cavity at two different 

heights and the indoor air temperature were used to compare the simulation results to the 

experimental data. This comparison was done for two weeks with different outdoor weather 

conditions. The statistical indicators mean absolute error (MAE) and coefficient of 

determination (R2) were used to evaluate the agreement between the model predictions and 

measurement data. Here MAE gives a more absolute error value for a particular week, while 

R2 gives a more overall match in simulation and measurement results. R2 will give an indication 

for the percentage of simulation results that match measurement data [69, 70]. All simulations 

were performed with a 1 minute time-step to better compare the results to the experimental 

data.  

First as a base case, a blind slat material with a solar transmittance (Tsol) of 0.636 and a 

solar reflectance (Rsol) of 0.352 was chosen in WINDOW. The outlet opening in the roof was 

here modelled as 500cm2 in size. The results of this base case for a week in March compared 

to the measurement data are shown in Figure 36.  

 

 
Figure 36. Comparison base case simulation results and measurement data for week in March. 

This graph shows that the cavity temperatures, especially at the first floor, are predicted too 

low due to the low absorbance value of the CPV modules and the high airflow through the 

cavity. The indoor air temperature is actually in good agreement with the measurement data, 

even though the solar transmittance is high. This is probably due to a higher heat flux from the 

stairwell to the cavity, because of reduced cavity temperatures. Also the indoor air temperature 

might be more dominated by radiator heating instead of by solar gains this week.  

Because the outlet opening is covered on top, the actual opening area is much smaller. 

The outlet opening size was therefore reduced to an estimated area of 0.008m2. The influence 

of this reduced outlet opening on the air flow inside the cavity on the same week in March is 

shown in Figure 37.  
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Figure 37. Upwards airflow inside the cavity with different outlet openings during a week in March. 

Here it can be observed that the airflow rate is reduced at around the same proportion as the 

reduction in the outlet opening. It can also be seen that the air flow is mostly dominated by 

wind-driven flow during the first 3 days, when the direct solar radiation is low. Since there is a 

north-east wind direction during 17 March, a downwards airflow is present in the cavity 

according to the CONTAMW simulations. However, this is not the case according to the 

measurement data. This might be due to a change in local outdoor wind direction and 

Rotterdam wind direction. Also the airflow from the CONTAM simulations is an average over 

the whole cavity, while the measurement data only gives the air speed and direction for one 

specific point in the cavity. Due to a complex airflow inside the cavity, the air speed and 

direction is probably different at other locations in the cavity. Figure 37 also shows the thermal 

buoyancy effect during the last four days with higher solar irradiance, where the airflow 

increases due to the larger difference in temperature between the bottom and top of the cavity. 

The influence of this reduced airflow through the cavity on the air temperatures in the week of 

March is shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38. Comparison base case simulation results with a 0.008m2 outlet opening and 

measurement data for week in March. 

Figure 38 shows that temperature of the first floor cavity zone is increased, especially for the 

days with higher solar radiation (18-21 March). The indoor air temperature inside the stairwell 

also increased slightly due to an increased outwards heat flux to the cavity. Since the inlet 

airflow is not really affected, the air temperature on the ground floor cavity zone did not change 

much.  

To improve the agreement for the cavity air temperatures further, a slat material was 

chosen with a Tsol of 0.06 and Rsol of 0.255. This also somewhat corresponds to the low direct 

radiation transmittance of the CPV modules. The solar reflectance value also represents the 

radiation that is used for electricity generation. The solar absorbance (𝛼) is then: 1 - 0.06 - 

0.255 = 0.685. The thermal capacitance was still left at the low default value of 16kJ/K. The 

results for these settings for the same week in March are shown in Figure 39.  

 

 
Figure 39. Comparison high absorbance simulation results and measurement data for week in 

March. 
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The cavity temperatures are already following the measurement data better in terms of the 

maximum temperatures reached. However, the air temperature from the simulation results is 

declining much faster during the evening than the measurement data. Also some peaks in 

solar radiation during a partly cloudy day (21 March) result in high peaks in air temperature, 

which is not really the case for the measurement data.  

In order to improve the agreement to these aspects, the capacitance of the cavity zones 

was increased to take into account the heat capacity of the CPV modules. After calibrating, the 

thermal capacitance (Cth) of the cavity zones was increased from the default value (16.4 kJ/K) 

to 400 kJ/K (around 110W/K) for each cavity level, thus 1200 kJ/K in total. This value can also 

be calculated by using formula (4) with an assumed (glass) density (ρ) of 2500 kg/m3, a heat 

capacity (cp) of 1 kJ/kgK and a total CPV module volume (V) of 0.5 m3. 

 
Cth = V · ρ · cp  

(4) 

The results after increasing the capacitance value for a week in March are shown in Figure 40. 

In addition, another week in April with higher outdoor temperatures was investigated. The 

radiator was turned during this week as the outdoor temperature was quite high. The 

comparison between the calibrated simulation results and measurement data for this week in 

April is shown in Figure 41. Also the corresponding statistical indicators MAE and R2 for the 

weeks March and April are presented in Table 6. 

 

 
Figure 40. Comparison calibrated simulation results and measurement data for week in March. 
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Figure 41. Comparison calibrated simulation results and measurement data for week in April. 

 
Table 6. Statistical indicators of the calibrated simulation model for a week in March and April. 

 Week in March Week in April 

 MAE R2 MAE R2 

Cavity temperature 0.3m high 1.07 °C 0.94 1.89 °C 0.95 

Cavity temperature 3.3m high 1.12 °C 0.96 2.15 °C 0.95 

Indoor air temperature 0.87 °C 0.86 1.50 °C 0.86 

 

The air temperatures now show a good agreement between the simulation results and 

measurement data for both weeks, especially for the cavity temperatures. It can also be 

observed that for some days the cavity temperatures from the simulation results are sometimes 

higher or lower than the measurement data. This is most probably caused by a difference in 

KNMI weather data and local weather data in terms of solar radiation, wind speed/direction 

and/or outdoor temperature. The indoor temperature in the stairwell shows some more 

deviation. This can be partly caused by the uncertainties related to the radiator settings and 

the adiabatic walls assumption. The indoor air temperature in Figure 10 is also lower than the 

measurement data during the first half of the week, while it is similar to measurement data 

during the second half of the week. This means that the radiator might have been turned on 

during the first half of the week, while it was off during the second half. Table 5 shows that the 

agreement in terms of statistical indicators is also quite high. The mean absolute error between 

the calibrated simulation results and measurement data is somewhere around 1°C for the week 

in March and on average 2°C for the week in April. This difference in absolute error is due to 

the overall higher temperatures during the week in April. The coefficients of determination (R2) 

for the cavity temperatures in both March and April are both around 0.95, indicating a good 

agreement.  

Even though there is a high agreement between the simulation and measurement results, 

it does not necessarily mean that the calibrated simulation model of the Lumiduct accurately 

represents reality. This is because some assumptions and simplifications are present in the 

simulation model that can have a big influence on the results. For example, the air temperature 

simulation results are an average of the thermal zone, while measurement air temperature 

data is from specific locations in the cavity. Also the direct normal irradiance (DNI) is an 
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important parameter that can have a big influence on the air temperatures. This parameter is 

estimated from the global horizontal radiation and will therefore give some discrepancies. In 

addition, the radiator inside the stairwell depends on the office temperatures and can be 

manually turned off. This makes it therefore more difficult to model it correctly for the 

simulations. 

Another important uncertainty is that the airflow in the cavity probably has some complex 

behaviour, which is also observed in the measurement data. This is not very accurately 

modelled in CONTAM, which can cause differences between simulated and measured airflow. 

For example, according to the measurement data, the air flow speed inside the cavity fluctuates 

around 0.04 m/s for these two weeks. If a constant air flow speed across the cavity area is 

assumed with a cavity area of around 3.8m2 and an air density of 1.225 kg/m3 this air velocity 

roughly equals a mass air flow rate of around 670 kg/h. This value is higher than the air flow 

rate according to the CONTAM simulations. So this either means that the average air velocity 

across the cavity area is lower than the specific measurement sensor location or that the air 

flow rate according to CONTAM is lower than the measured airflow.  

 

3.1.4.  CONTAM sensitivity study 
To investigate how big the influence is of some input assumptions and estimates in CONTAM 

on the airflow output, a short sensitivity analysis was done. The uncertain input parameters 

are the discharge coefficient, flow exponent, wind pressure coefficients, transition Reynolds 

number and wind speed modifier. The change in average inwards and upwards airflow for the 

week in April were compared to base case. The base case was defined with the values shown 

in Table 7. This resulted in an inlet airflow of 729.5 kg/h and an upwards cavity flow of 45.7 

kg/h. Possible minimum and maximum values for each input uncertainty were defined as 

shown in Table 7. It must be noted that the proportion in minimum and maximum value is not 

the same for each input parameter. The resulted relative change in average inwards and 

upwards airflow of the minimum and maximum values for CONTAM parameters compared to 

the base case are also shown in Table 7. The results show that the largest influence on the 

inwards airflow are from the wind pressure coefficients and wind speed modifier with an 

average change of 50% compared the base case result. These parameters are also related, 

as they are both based on the surrounding setting of the building (urban, suburban or open 

field). Because these uncertainty parameters are mostly applicable to the inlet openings, the 

upwards airflow is not much affected with a maximum change below 15% for every uncertainty 

CONTAM parameter. This does not mean however that the cavity temperatures are also not 

much affected as they are also dependent of the inwards airflow through the inlet openings.   

Table 7. Sensitivity analysis for uncertain CONTAM parameters. 

 Input values  Airflow results 

Input 
uncertainties 

Min.  
Base 
case  

Max.  

 Average inwards 
airflow change [%] 

Average upwards 
airflow change [%] 

 Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Discharge 
coefficient 

0.6 0.7 0.8 
 

-14.3 +14.3 -12.9 +12.6 

Flow exponent 0.5 0.6 0.7  +2.9 -1.8 -8.3 +9.8 

Wind pressure 
coefficients 

expos
ed 

Semi-
shielded 

Shield
ed 

 
+51.8 -25.9 -1.2 -0.8 

Transition 
Reynolds number 

30 2600 10000 
 

+0.06 -1.8 +0.04 -9.8 

Wind speed 
modifier 

0.122
5 

0.36 1 
 

-46.2 +82.1 +7.4 -13.5 
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3.2 Daylight simulations 
Daylight simulation models were created with the use of Radiance software, which consists of 

a large number of tools. The three-phase method (3PM) within Radiance was used for the 

daylight simulations of the Lumiduct façade [71]. This method divides the luminous flux transfer 

into three phases (Figure 42), which are expressed in different matrices with normalized flux 

coefficients. The illuminance value of a specific grid point is calculated by multiplying the sky 

vector (S), daylight matrix (D), transmission matrix (T) and view matrix (V) with each other.  

 
Figure 42. Schematic visualization of the three-phase method in Radiance. 

The sky matrix or vector is not a phase, but can be considered as an input condition. A sky 

vector is discretised into multiple sky patches, which contain RGB radiance values. The 

Reinhart MF:4 division scheme with 2305 sky patches (Figure 43a) was used for these 

simulations to perform more detailed simulations at the cost of a longer computational time. 

The sun with direct radiation is usually expressed in 3 or 4 sky patches (yellow squares). A sky 

vector is generated from a Radiance sky description for a certain location, day and hour. While, 

a sky matrix is an annual hourly time series of sky vectors, which can be generated from an 

EnergyPlus weather file (epw) in Radiance. The daylight matrix accounts for the outside 

luminous flux transfer between the outer glazing side and the sky + ground. This matrix 

contains luminous flux transfer coefficients that relate the amount of luminous flux from a sky 

patch that is incident on the 145 incoming window directions or Klems divisions (Figure 43b). 

The transmission matrix is expressed as a Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function 

(BSDF) file. This BSDF file relates the incident flux directions to the exiting flux distribution for 

fenestration systems with the Klems basis. It thus defines the angular properties of a glazing 

and/or shading system for the transmission of luminous flux. The BSDF files were generated 

with the software LBNL WINDOW 7.6. Finally, the view matrix accounts for the indoor luminous 

flux transfer between the sensor points and the inner glazing side. This view matrix can also 

be generated for image-based simulations (such as HDR images for glare evaluation).  
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Figure 43. (a) Reinhart MF:4 - 2305 sky divisions scheme; (b) Klems 145 hemispherical divisions . 

First, the geometry model of the stairwell and Lumiduct DSF was created in Sketchup. The 

su2rad Sketchup plugin was then used to export the model as a radiance scene with xyz-

coordinates and material definitions. This radiance scene was then used with the “rfluxmtx” 

command tool to generate the view matrix and daylight matrix with the default settings 

according to the 3PM tutorial [71]. Because the double skin façade contains three glazing areas 

with different orientations, view and daylight matrices were generated for each window (two 

side glazing panes and the Lumiduct façade). The Lumiduct CPV modules were modelled in 

WINDOW as a glazing layer between both the outer and inner glazing layer. The direct light 

that is being transmitted through the sides of the CPV modules was therefore not modelled. 

The window construction and visible light related glazing details that were used for the 

Lumiduct façade are shown in Table 8. The visible transmittance is based on the diffuse light 

transmittance of 70% for the Lumiduct CPV modules. The glazing construction from Table 8 

was then exported as BSDF file (transmission matrix). For the side glazing windows, only the 

outer glazing in Table 8 was used to generate the BSDF file. 

 
Table 8. Southwest façade construction and visible light details as defined in WINDOW. 

South west 
glazed façade 

Thickness 
[mm] 

Tvis 

(0° incident angle) 
Rvis 

(0° incident angle) 

Outer glazing 25.4 0.89 0.08 

Air gap 90 - - 

Lumiduct modules 13.6 0.71 0.09 

Air gap 90 - - 

Inner glazing 8-15-8 (31) 0.79 0.14 

Total 250 0.514 0.22 

  

In order to take into account the 1% direct light transmittance of the Lumiduct CPV modules 

(Table 2), the BSDF files were modified for each time step based on previous research [45, 

55]. This procedure was done within Matlab and by using the generated sky vectors and 

daylight matrix. The first step was to find the sky patches in the sky vector that contain direct 

sunlight. The sky patches that contain direct sunlight were defined as patches that have 

average RGB values higher than 400. Then the incoming window directions (Klems divisions 

in Figure 43b) related to the direct sky patches were found by using the daylight matrix (Figure 

44). This was done by selecting the Klems divisions that have a luminous transfer coefficient 

larger than 0.001 in the daylight matrix for the found direct sky patches. The last step was to 

b a 
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reduce the luminous flux coefficients of the visible transmittance in the BSDF file for the found 

Klems divisions with incident direct light to 1% of the original visible transmittance for that 

incident angle. The used Matlab script for the BSDF modification and daylight simulations can 

be found in appendix 5. 

                      
Figure 44. Relation between direct sky patches and incoming window direction (Klems patches) in 

daylight matrix (H. Saini, 2017) [45]. 

The sky vectors used for the calibration of the daylight simulations results to the measurement 

data was generated with the “gensky” and “genskyvec” Radiance tools. These were generated 

based on the coordinates of Alblasserdam (longitude -4.67 and latitude 51.87) during a sunny 

sky (+s) on 19 March and a cloudy sky (CIE overcast sky) on 22 December. This way, it was 

evaluated whether the simulation model can predict the illuminance during both mostly direct 

and mostly diffuse outdoor light conditions. A sky vector was generated every 10 minutes 

between 6:00 and 19:00. The calculations in Radiance were thus also done based on a time 

step of 10 minutes. The illuminance values for the same four sensor locations as the 

measurement setup were obtained by multiplying the sky vector and three matrices each time 

step by using the Radiance tool “dctimestep”. The illuminance results for the sensor 0.375 m 

and 1.875 m from the façade were compared to the measurement data to assess whether the 

model is able to predict the illuminance at different distances from the façade. The first base 

case geometry model created in Sketchup and the corresponding daylight simulations results 

in Radiance for a sunny day are shown in Figure 45.  

 
Figure 45. Base case: (a) geometry model from Sketchup; (b) comparison simulation results with 

unfiltered measurement data for a sunny sky on 19 March. 

a b 
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There is a poor agreement between the simulation results and measurement data. However, 

the peaks between 14:00 and 16:00 for both illuminance sensors are caused by direct radiation 

being transmitted through the glass edges of the CPV modules. The higher illuminance around 

13:00 is caused by the direct radiation that is reflected by the side glazing. These aspects were 

not modelled in the Radiance simulations. The calibration was therefore done with filtered 

measurement data, where these illuminance peaks were filtered out. The new comparison 

between the filtered measurement data and Radiance simulations for a sunny and cloudy day 

is shown in Figure 46. 

                        
Figure 46. Base case results: (a) during sunny sky (19 March); (b) during cloudy sky (22 December). 

This comparison shows that the horizontal illuminance is overestimated during the cloudy day, 

so the transmittance for diffuse light is predicted too high. For the sunny sky, with mostly direct 

radiation, the peaks caused by the side glazing have a longer duration in the simulation results. 

Also the illuminance for the sensor 1.875 m from the facade shows here too high illuminance 

values. A next step was therefore to add window frames on the inner side of the cavity (Figure 

47). 

a 

b 
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Figure 47. Addition of inner frames results: (a) sunny sky (19 March); (b) cloudy sky (22 December). 

 

The grey lines in Figure 47b and 47c are the results from the previous simulation case. The 

addition of the window frames reduces the overall illuminance for both days. The peaks caused 

by the side glazing are also reduced. Since the horizontal illuminance was still too high during 

a cloudy sky with diffuse light, additional building details were added such as the staircase, 

metal floor grates and outer frames (Figure 48). 

This reduced the illuminance on the sensor further for both days, especially for the sensor 

1.875 m from the façade as this sensor was more influenced by shadows created from the 

staircase. The illuminance simulation results during the cloudy day with only diffuse light now 

shows quite a good agreement with the measurement data. However, for the sunny day, the 

illuminance is now predicted too low during the afternoon when direct sunlight is hitting the 

Lumiduct façade. This difference is probably due to the direct sunlight that is being transmitted 

through the edges of the CPV modules as shown in the experimental study section. Therefore, 

to improve the agreement for direct sunlight, the luminous flux coefficients in the BSDF file that 

receive direct sunlight were reduced to 10% of the original value. As the visible transmittance 

of the southwest façade is already around 50% (Table 8), this roughly corresponds to a visible 

transmittance of 5% for direct sunlight through the southwest façade. The comparison of the 

simulation results with a higher direct light transmittance and measurement data for two filtered 

sunny days in March and February (results cloudy day not affected) are shown in Figure 49 

and 50. 

b 

a 

c 
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Figure 48. Addition of staircase/details results: (a) sunny sky (19 March); (b) cloudy sky (22 December). 

 

 
Figure 49. Comparison horizontal illuminance of measurement data and calibrated simulation 
results on sunny day in March with a visible transmittance of around 5% for direct light. 

b 

a 

c 
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Figure 50. Comparison horizontal illuminance of measurement data and calibrated simulation 
results on sunny day in February with a visible transmittance of around 5% for direct light. 

The simulation results for both sunny days show a relatively good agreement with the 

measurement data, with the exception of the peaks caused by direct radiation passing through 

the side glazing. This is probably caused by the difference in the time-step and the fact the 

CPV modules also block some direct sunlight from the side glazing, which is not the case for 

the simulations. Also the early mornings and late evenings are not predicted well, possibly due 

to a slight difference in sunrise and sunset hours. A scatterplot with a comparison of the 

measured illuminance data and all the simulation results from Figure 48c-50, but with the peaks 

caused by the side glazing and CPV module edges filtered out is shown in Figure 51. This 

graph shows that simulation results and measurement data have an acceptable agreement in 

terms of how the Lumiduct façade is modelled with errors mostly below 20%, with the exception 

of the low illuminance values as explained before. 

 
Figure 51. Scatterplot of measurement data versus the simulation results of the horizontal 

illuminance the two sensor location during the three days without the peaks caused by side glazing. 
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This is also shown in Table 9, which gives the mean absolute error (MAE) and coefficient of 

determination (R2). The mean absolute error ranges between 124 and 300 lux for the sunny 

days and between 28 and 57 lux for the cloudy day. R2 is also higher than 0.85 for all situations, 

indicating a relatively good agreement.  

 
Table 9. Statistical indicators mean absolute error (MAE) and coefficient of determination (R2) for 

the simulation results of the three days and two illuminance sensors. 

 19 March 7 February 22 December 

 MAE R2 MAE R2 MAE R2 

Sensor 0.375 m  300 lux 0.91 202 lux 0.94 57 lux 0.89 

Sensor 1.875 m 124 lux 0.96 251 lux 0.85 28 lux 0.88 

 

It must however be noted that the 70% diffuse light transmittance of the CPV modules (Table 

2) was assumed as a visible transmittance of 71% at a 0° incident angle, instead of a 70% 

hemispherical transmittance in the WINDOW software. Also the dynamic movement of the 

CPV modules was not taken into account. In reality the CPV modules are not covering the 

whole facade during the morning and evening as well as for higher sun altitudes in the summer 

due to the tracking system. In reality, this will increase the diffuse light transmittance during 

these moments. Also, since the transmittance of direct sunlight through the edges of the CPV 

modules was not modelled, this simulation model cannot be accurately used for the evaluation 

or comparison of glare ratings. 
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4. Parametric studies 
 

4.1. Base case simulation settings 

The calibrated thermal/airflow model in TRNSYS/CONTAM and the calibrated daylight model 

in Radiance were used to perform some parametric studies. These studies were performed 

with the same geometry model as for the calibration study (interior floor area of 11.4 m²). Both 

thermal and daylight simulations were coupled by importing the illuminance results for a 

specific week from Radiance with a data reader in TRNSYS. The minimum illuminance for 

each time step was then used to determine how much artificial lighting was needed inside. A 

daylight dependent dimming function was defined for this artificial lighting, so that the indoor 

horizontal illuminance always had a minimum value of 500 lux. The internal gains of this 

artificial lighting, assumed as 10 W/m2 per 500 lux during working hours (8:00-18:00), were 

then added to each floor level. In addition, the internal gains for a person working (125 W) and 

a personal computer (200 W) were added to each floor level. The heating and cooling settings 

were also changed to an office situation with a heating and cooling set-point of 21°C and 24°C 

during working hours and to 12°C and 26°C during the rest of the time and weekends. The 

heating and cooling systems were installed on each floor level, both with an unlimited capacity. 

A generic EnergyPlus (epw) weather file for the climate of Amsterdam was used as an 

input for the simulations. Simulations were done during a typical summer (4 June – 10 June) 

and winter week (2 January – 8 January) to obtain performance results for different weather 

conditions. The time step was 1 hour for both simulations. 

 

4.2. Case descriptions 

For the parametric studies, four different cases were investigated with different airflow 

strategies. First, a case was defined where the inlet and outlet openings were closed during 

the winter week so that the whole cavity acts as a thermal buffer. A second case was to 

increase the area of the outlet opening in the cavity from 0.008 m2 to 0.1 m2 in order to increase 

the amount of natural ventilation. For the third case, a forced mechanical ventilation system 

was added in the cavity with a constant maximum airflow rate of 1000 m3/h (1225 kg/h). The 

last airflow case was defined with a forced ventilation system which was controlled based on 

the cavity air temperature. The ventilation control strategy is shown in equation 5. 

 
𝑚𝑣 = (20 ∙ 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑣) + 25 (5) 

Here mv is the air mass flow rate [kg/h] and Tcav is the air temperature of the cavity at the 2nd 

floor. So a maximum flow rate of 1225 kg/h was used at a cavity air temperature of 60°C.  

The airflow rate of these different cases during the summer week is shown in Figure 52. 

Here it can be seen that air flow rate increases during the day due to the thermal buoyancy 

effect. The increase in cavity airflow due to a larger outlet opening is also significant, which is 

probably because the inlet and outlet opening of the DSF cavity are disproportional for the 

base case [47].  
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Figure 52. Mass air flow rate during the summer week for the different airflow cases. 

In addition some design parameters related to the glazing of the Lumiduct DSF were 

investigated. One case was investigated with a low-e glazing for the inner pane of the Lumiduct 

DSF. This low-e glazing was defined in the WINDOW software with its properties compared to 

the base case shown in table 10. 

  
Table 10. Comparison properties base case glazing and low-e inner glazing pane. 

 U-value [W/m2K] Tsol Rsol,front Tvis Emis. B 

Base case glass 2.55 0.64 0.13 0.79 0.84 

Low-e glazing 1.66 0.32 0.32 0.64 0.037 

 

In addition, a situation was created were the side glazing of the DSF was closed and thus not 

transmitting any radiation. The U-value was defined as 5.8 W/m2K. In this way, the influence 

of the side glazing could be investigated regarding the performance of the cavity and indoor 

environment.  

Also two site related cases were defined such as a southeast orientation of the Lumiduct 

façade instead of the southwest orientation from the base case. Moreover, a weather file of 

Rome was used to investigate the influence of a Mediterranean climate with higher outdoor 

temperatures and more solar radiation. The outdoor air temperature and direct solar radiation 

on the Lumiduct façade for both climates of Amsterdam and Rome during the summer and 

winter week are shown in appendix 6. 

 

4.3. Performance indicators 
The performance indicators that were used to compare the different parametric cases are the 

pre-heating efficiency, thermal buffer efficiency, dynamic insulation efficiency, maximum cavity 

temperature, thermal heating and cooling demands, electrical lighting demand and the useful 

daylight illuminance between 300 and 3000 lux. 

The ability of a double skin façade to pre-heat an HVAC system or the interior directly is 

dependent on the exhaust temperature (additional heating coil power consumption), but also 

the air flow rate in the cavity (additional fan power consumption). The pre-heating efficiency 

(ηPH in equation 3) was used to evaluate pre-heating ability of the DSF cavity for the winter 

week, when the heating demand was above zero. This will give an indication of how the DSF 

cavity of the Lumiduct performs in terms of pre-heating an HVAC system (forced ventilation) 
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or the interior directly (natural ventilation). The average value during the winter week was used 

as a performance indicator. The higher this average percentage, the less additional heating 

consumption is needed. The airflow rate in the cavity was not taken into account for the pre-

heating efficiency as a forced ventilation system itself also consumes power.  The exact energy 

savings by pre-heating with the cavity air depends on the used HVAC system and building.  

Furthermore, the thermal buffer efficiency (ηTB in equation 4) was used to evaluate the 

thermal buffer capability of the DSF cavity during winter. Here the average air temperature of 

the three cavity floor levels was defined as Tcavity. The average thermal buffer efficiency over 

the winter week was used as an indicator of how much the heat loss is reduced compared to 

a single skin glazed façade.  

The dynamic insulation efficiency (equation 6) was used as a performance indicator for the 

summer week. This efficiency represents the heat flux that is removed by the airflow inside the 

cavity (Qr) compared to the total heat flux that enters the DSF cavity through the outer glass 

pane (Qin) [61, 72]. The average value thus gives an indication of the DSF cavity performance 

in terms of reducing the heat flux to the interior by removing it to the outside by ventilation air 

and thereby reducing potential cooling loads. 

 

𝜀 =
𝑄𝑟

𝑄𝑖𝑛
 

(6) 

 
Qin was defined as the heat flux trough the external glazed façade by adding the contribution 

of the short wave radiation, long wave radiation and the temperature difference between 

outside and the cavity. The heat flux that is removed by the airflow (Qr) in is defined in equation 

(7): 

 
𝑄𝑟 = 𝑚𝑣 ∙ 𝑐𝑝 ∙ (𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡) 

(7) 

 
Here mv is the upwards air mass flow rate through the cavity [kg/h], cp is the specific heat of 

the air in the cavity (1 kJ/kgK) and Texh is assumed as the air temperature of the DSF cavity on 

the 2nd floor. Tinlet is the inlet air temperature, which was assumed to be the same as the outdoor 

air temperature. The maximum air temperature in the cavity during the summer was also used 

as a performance indicator to characterize the capability of reducing extreme air cavity 

temperatures that would otherwise decrease the performance of the Lumiduct. 

In addition, the heating and cooling demand in thermal energy [kWhth/m2] were used to 

evaluate the energy consumption inside. The energy demand of each floor level was added to 

obtain the total energy demand for heating during the winter week and cooling during the 

summer week. The pre-heating capability of the DSF was not taken into account here for the 

heating demand. Furthermore, an electric lighting consumption was defined in kWhel/m2, which 

depends on the amount of daylight inside as a dimming function was used for the artificial 

lighting. This electric consumption was assumed as 15 W/m2 per 500 lux. So if 250 lux was 

present inside from daylight, the electric lighting consumption would be 7.5 W/m2. Finally, the 

useful daylight illuminance (UDI) between 300 and 3000 lux was used to indicate the 

percentage of working time with daylight that is enough for working conditions (>300 lux) and 

not too high (<3000 lux) as it could otherwise cause glare. The average horizontal illuminance 

of the same four illuminance sensor locations as in the measurement set-up was used to 

calculate the UDI percentage for each case.  
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4.4. Results 
The results of the parametric studies on the different cavity airflow cases compared to the base 

case are shown in Figure 53 and 54 for the cavity and energy performance respectively. These 

results show that closing the cavity during the winter (no air flow) will increase the thermal 

buffer efficiency from 25% to around 33%, which means the heat losses are further reduced. 

This is also observed in the heating demand for the winter week, which was reduced by around 

8%. The pre-heating efficiency also slightly increased, but since there is no airflow in the cavity, 

the interior space will not be pre-heated effectively. The case with a larger outlet opening 

increased the average dynamic insulation efficiency to almost 20%. This means that the 

inwards heat flux is also reduced by 20% compared to an unventilated DSF cavity due to more 

heat being removed to the outside by ventilation air. This is also shown in the maximum cavity 

temperature, which was reduced from 59.1°C to 51.4°C and the cooling demand, which was 

also reduced by more than 20% in the summer week. During the winter week, the Lumiduct 

performance is slightly worse than the base case with a lower pre-heating and thermal buffer 

efficiency as well as a slightly higher heating demand due to the higher heat loss to the cavity. 

These differences during the summer and winter week compared to the base case were even 

more significant with the forced ventilation system that has a constant maximum airflow 

capacity of 1000 m3/h. However, it must be noted that this forced ventilation system at the 

maximum capacity also consumes a power of around 16.9 kWh, assuming a specific fan power 

of 0.1 W/(m3/hr). A more balanced solution was the temperature controlled forced ventilation 

system, which had a very low negative influence on the performance during the winter, while 

the performance during the summer improved compared to the case with a larger outlet 

opening. The control strategy for the forced ventilation could potentially be optimized further 

for even more potential energy savings. 

         

Figure 53. Parametric results of DSF cavity performance for airflow case. 

         
Figure 54. Parametric results of energy demands for airflow cases. 
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Figure 55 and 56 show the cavity and indoor performance results for the cases with different 

glazing constructions for the Lumiduct façade compared to the base case. The thermal 

performance of the cavity was not really improved for low-e inner glazing. The maximum 

temperature in the cavity even increased by a few degrees Celsius for the low-e inner glazing 

due to a larger fraction of the solar radiation being absorbed or reflected back into the cavity. 

The low-e inner glazing did however have a positive influence on the heating and cooling 

energy demands due to less solar radiation entering the interior during the summer as well as 

a reduced heat loss during the winter (lower U-value). Moreover, the useful daylight illuminance 

increased slightly due to a higher amount of hours with an illuminance below 3000 lux. The 

lighting energy demand was slightly higher compared to the base case, due to the lower 

daylight illuminance levels. For the case without any side glazing, the maximum temperature 

in the cavity was somewhat reduced due to less radiation entering the cavity. This less solar 

radiation in the cavity also reduced the pre-heating and thermal buffer efficiency. The useful 

daylight illuminance increased significantly compared to the base case with a value of 76% 

during work hours. This shows how large the influence is of the side glazing in causing 

illuminance values higher than 3000 lux. The cooling loads were also almost halved, while the 

heating demand was slightly higher due to less radiation entering the interior as compared to 

the base case. This case without side glazing can be also be seen as a somewhat 

representative situation with a wider façade, where the influence of the side glazing is more 

negligible. 

 

 
Figure 55. Parametric results of DSF cavity performance for glazing cases. 

 
Figure 56. Parametric results of indoor performance for glazing cases. 
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The results of a southeast orientation and for the climate of Rome compared to the base case 

are shown in Figure 57 and 58. The southeast orientation had no large influence on the DSF 

cavity performance, except for a lower maximum cavity temperature. This is probably because 

the maximum temperatures in the base case often occurred during the late afternoon, at which 

point there is no radiation incident on the façade with a southeast orientation. The heating 

demand was also reduced compared to the base case, probably due to solar radiation heating 

up the inside space earlier in the morning. For the climate of Rome, larger differences were 

visible compared to the base case in Amsterdam. The pre-heating and thermal buffer 

efficiencies were significantly higher due to more solar radiation hitting the façade during the 

winter. The thermal buffer in combination with higher outdoor temperatures also resulted in a 

significantly reduced heating demand. However, this also means that the pre-heated air in the 

cavity can often not be used for space heating. The low dynamic insulation efficiency and high 

cooling loads demonstrate that the heat in the cavity was not effectively removed by natural 

ventilation. Surprisingly, the maximum cavity temperature during this summer week was 

actually lower than the base case, which might be due to no extreme summer day being 

present for this week in Rome. However, it does show that the maximum cavity temperature 

will probably not reach much higher values than 60°C for hot climates. However, care should 

be taken that the cavity is properly ventilated for hot climates during the summer to minimize 

the inwards heat flux. Due to the higher solar radiation values, the amount of useful daylight 

was also much less for Rome, as there are more hours with illuminance values above 3000 

lux. On the contrary, the lighting demand was significantly less for this climate, probably due 

to more daylight being inside during the morning and evening.  

 

 
 

Figure 57. Parametric results of DSF cavity performance for environment cases. 

 
Figure 58.  Parametric results of indoor performance for environment cases. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 

 
5.1 Conclusions 

This research project focused on investigating the visual and thermal performance of the 

Lumiduct, an innovative semi-transparent building-integrated CPV solar façade system. The 

first objective of this study was to quantify the effect of Lumiduct on the indoor visual and 

thermal comfort. This was done by conducting illuminance and temperature measurements 

between December and May as well as performing HDR imaging and glare analysis in a pilot 

project of the Lumiduct façade and the neighbours building as a reference. Some conclusions 

that can be made regarding this are: 

 The daylight availability during cloudy days was quite high with comparable illuminance 

values as the reference building, indicating a high diffuse light transmittance. 

 The Lumiduct CPV modules reduced the indoor horizontal illuminance mostly below 

5000 lux during sunny days, while the illuminance of the reference building reached 

values up to 35000 lux. 

 Direct light was leaking through the glass edges of the CPV modules, resulting in indoor 

light beams with very high local illuminance values and intolerable glare ratings.  

 The indoor air temperature behind the Lumiduct façade was slightly lower than the 

reference case, but still reached maximum values up to 32°C and 36°C for the ground 

and first floor level respectively. 

The second objective of this study was to investigate and quantify the thermal and airflow 

behaviour of the Lumiduct DSF cavity. Therefore, airflow and temperature measurements were 

conducted in the DSF cavity between December and May. Some conclusions that can be made 

regarding this objective are: 

 The air temperature in the cavity at 3.3 m height reached maximum values up to 58°C 

during a sunny and warm day. 

 The airflow velocity in the cavity was quite low with average values between 0.03-0.05 

m/s and maximum velocities of 0.1-0.2 m/s during periods of high solar radiation. 

 The thermal energy in the DSF cavity could be used to completely pre-heat an HVAC 

system (forced ventilation) or the interior directly (natural ventilation) for around 20% of 

the time during colder periods (To<21°C). 

 During the heating period (Ti<24°C), the DSF cavity acted as a thermal buffer with 

around 20-30% reduced heat losses compared to a single skin glazed façade, which 

was reduced further during periods with higher direct solar radiation. 

 During the cooling period (Ti>24°C), the thermal buffer of the cavity resulted is an 

inwards heat flux for 30% and 50% of the time for the ground and first floor respectively. 

A third objective of this study was to investigate the performance of the Lumiduct under 

different design parameters and environments. Parametric studies were therefore conducted 

with thermal/airflow and daylight simulation models that showed a good agreement with the 

measurement data. Some conclusions that can be made regarding these simulations are: 

 A larger outlet opening or temperature controlled forced ventilation was shown to be 

beneficial for removing the heat flux in the cavity and reducing the cooling demand in 

the summer, especially for warmer climates. 

 The side glazing had a significant negative effect on the indoor visual and thermal 

comfort with fewer hours of useful daylight and a higher cooling demand. 

 A southeast orientation of the Lumiduct façade showed to reduce the maximum cavity 

temperature. 
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Some recommendations that can be made based on these conclusions are: 

 To increase the size of the CPV modules and/or modify its glass edges to reduce the 

transmitted direct radiation of the Lumiduct facade.  

 For future projects with a small façade area, care should be taken to reduce the solar 

transmittance of the side glazing.  

 The ventilation of the cavity could potentially be increased by a larger outlet opening 

(proportional inlet and opening size) or by temperature controlled forced ventilation. 

This will reduce the maximum cavity temperature as well as the inwards heat flux during 

the summer.  

 

5.2 Discussion/limitations 

The measurement results demonstrated the thermal performance of the Lumiduct DSF as well 

as the influence of the Lumiduct on the indoor visual and thermal comfort compared to a single 

glazed façade. There are however a few aspects that should be taken into account when 

interpreting these results. First of all, the measurements were done in an open stairwell. The 

staircase might have affected the indoor measurement results compared to a conventional 

office situation with intermediate floors and higher internal gains. For the glare evaluations, 

also no desk or visual task was present (such as a computer screen). The luminance contrast 

was therefore somewhat different than if the HDR camera was directed at a desk with a 

computer screen (more representable of a working person). Another important aspect that 

influenced the measurement results is the side glazing of the Lumiduct DSF. Due to the small 

façade width, the influence of this side glazing was significant as much direct sunlight was 

being transmitted or reflected inside here. This also led to a higher probability of glare as well 

as possibly higher indoor air temperature values. Conventional office buildings often have 

larger façade areas, where the influence of the side glazing will be less significant.  

Another aspect is that the measured air flow velocity and direction inside the cavity won’t 

necessarily give an indication of the air flow behaviour over the whole cavity. The air flow inside 

the cavity might therefore be higher or lower on the outer side of the CPV modules. The same 

is true for the measured air temperature in the cavity, which might also not be the same over 

the depth of the DSF cavity. In this study, the air temperature was measured close to the inner 

glazing surface, so these temperature readings should give a better indication whether there 

is an inwards or outwards heat flux from inside to the cavity, but might not represent the 

maximum temperature in the cavity. The temperature and heat flux measurement results could 

also give some errors related to direct radiation hitting the sensors. This effect was reduced by 

using aluminium tubes and foil over the sensors, but some effect might still be present. This is 

especially true for the glass surface measurements, which were more difficult to cover from 

direct radiation.  

Both thermal and daylight calibrations showed a good agreement with the measurement 

data, however this does not yet mean that Lumiduct façade was accurately modelled. For the 

calibration of the thermal/airflow calibration, some uncertainties were present that affected the 

results and comparison with the measurement data. For example, the input weather file for 

these simulations was obtained by using KNMI weather data of Rotterdam, which might be 

somewhat different than the local weather conditions in Alblasserdam. Also the outputs of the 

simulations were given as average thermal zone temperatures, while measurement data was 

obtained from specific sensor points in the cavity or stairwell. These sensor locations might not 

always represent the average thermal zone. In addition, some assumptions had to be made 

for the air temperature of the adjacent rooms as well as the radiator settings. Finally, 

simplifications had to be made in terms of the Lumiduct CPV modules, which were modelled 

as a horizontal venetian blind system with large slats. Thus, even though the agreement in air 

temperature inside the cavity was quite good, it could be that the airflow rate in the cavity and 
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solar absorption of the CPV modules were underpredicted and balanced each other out. More 

detailed cavity airflow, temperature and outdoor weather data would be needed to have a 

better verification of the thermal/airflow simulation model.  

The daylight calibration was based on generated sky vectors with a generic clear sky and 

cloudy sky in Alblasserdam. These might therefore also be somewhat different than the actual 

weather data for the investigated days. Also the Lumiduct CPV modules were modelled as a 

glass layer with a visible transmittance of around 70% for diffuse light. So, the local direct 

transmittance through the edges of the CPV modules was not modelled. The additional diffuse 

transmittance due to a lower cover factor of the CPV modules was also not included in the 

calibration.  

For the parametric studies, a new geometry model of a larger building with intermediate 

floor levels might have been a better option to better represent an office situation. The side 

glazing would then also have a smaller influence on the performance results. 

 

5.3 Future work 

Potential future work in terms of measurements would be to install temperature and heat flux 

sensors at the 2nd floor (6 m height) of the pilot project to investigate the influence of the higher 

cavity temperature on the inwards heat flux during the summer period. Also, additional HDR 

imaging and glare analysis could be conducted with more viewing angles and outdoor weather 

conditions. In addition, more airflow measurement or smoke visualizations with smoke tubes 

could potentially be performed during the summer to get a better idea of the whole (complex) 

airflow behaviour in the cavity. Another possibility would be to conduct a Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) study of the Lumiduct DSF to get a better idea of the airflow and temperature 

distribution within the cavity. Ideally, measurements could also be conducted for an office 

building with a wider Lumiduct façade and intermediate floors as this might give different results 

than the stairwell of the pilot project. 

In terms of simulations, a more detailed calibration could be done with on-site weather data 

as well as taking into account the cover factor and hemispherical transmittance of the CPV 

modules. Also annual parametric simulations could be performed with different geometry 

models (higher or wider facade) and different design parameters such as improving the control 

strategy for temperature controlled ventilation. Also the energy savings by pre-heating the 

HVAC system or the interior directly could be simulated/calculated for different cases. 
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 Appendix 1: Photos of similar BIPV projects from Table 1 
 

        

    

    

HeliOptix (http://www.helioptix.com)  Spherical Glass (https://rawlemom.com) 

Beehive PV (http://kenotomi.com)  Adaptive solar façade (https://www.ethz.ch) 

Colt shadovoltaic (https://www.coltinfo.nl)  Solar Squared (https://www.buildsolar.co.uk/) 

http://www.helioptix.com/
https://rawlemom.com/
http://kenotomi.com/
https://www.ethz.ch/
https://www.coltinfo.nl/
https://www.buildsolar.co.uk/
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Concentrating Photovoltaic Evacuated Glazing    & Hybrid Solar Wall Element (Chemisana, 2015) 

PowerWindow 

 (http://www.physee.eu)  

ClearView Power 

(http://ubiquitous.energy) 

Sphelar 

(www.sphelarpower.com) 

Crystalline PV Glass (https://www.onyxsolar.com) Dye solar cell (https://www.solaronix.com) 

http://www.physee.eu/
http://ubiquitous.energy/
http://www.sphelarpower.com/
https://www.solaronix.com/
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Appendix 2: Calibration of illuminance sensors 
 

Calibration of different illuminance sensors connected to an amplifier on high setting and volt 

output 2 (0-100000 lux). Measurements were done in an Ulbricht sphere with different light 

bulbs as well as outside measurements on a cloudy day. The illuminance was measured by 

using a calibrated lux meter. Multiple measuremenst were done for each light bulb, of which 

the average illuminance and volt output was used. 
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Appendix 3: Calibration of HDR camera 
 

Calibration of HDR camera (Canon EOS 550D) by using a board with different light reflectance 

properties and thus different luminance values. Photos were made during a cloudy day to 

minimize the fluctuations during the day. The actual reference luminance was measured with 

a calibrated luminance meter at the same time as when the HDR photos were made. The 

calibration factor (CF) is real luminance divided by the luminance according to the HDR 

camera. This calibration factor was then implemented in Radiance, by which the luminance 

pictures were made.  

 

  
 

 
 Real luminance [cd/m²] HDR luminance [cd/m²] CF 

Point 1 840 885 0.95 

Point 2 592 644 0.92 

Point 3 1169 1322 0.88 

Point 4 695 736 0.94 

Average - - 0.92 
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Appendix 4: Daylight results for lux sensor 0.375 m from facade 

 
Unfiltered horizontal illuminance with a linear scale of reference case compared to the 

Lumiduct case for the sensor 0.375 m from the façade. 

 

 
Unfiltered horizontal illuminance with a logarithmic scale of reference case compared to 

the Lumiduct case for the sensor 0.375 m from the façade. 
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Appendix 5: Matlab script for radiance simulations 
 

%% Input files (annual simulation: hours = 1:8760) 

 

FileName = 'Amsterdam'; % .smx or .vec file 

n=6; % first hour 

hours = [n:19]; % hours = certain hours in the year (hour 1 = 1 January hour 0-1) 

daylight = dlmread('D:\radiance\projects\MM\matrices\daylight2.dmx','\t',11,3); % import 

daylight matrix for Lumiduct façade 

 

%% Generate 10 minute time step sky vectors with gensky for 1 day (Calibration) 

for h = 6:20 

for m = 1:10:60 

system(['gensky 3 19' num2str(h) ':' num2tr(m) 'CET +s -m -5 -o -4.67 -a 51.87 | genskyvec -m 

4 > skies/Alblasserdam_19_3_' num2str(h) '_' num2tr(m) '.vec']); 

end 

end 

 

%% Generate hourly sky vectors from weather file (Parametric studies) 

 

system('epw2wea Amsterdam.epw Amsterdam.wea'); 

system('gendaymtx -m 4 Amsterdam.wea > Amsterdam.smx'); 

 

% import sky data matrix of a weather file with 2305 sky divisions 

data4 = importdata([FileName '.smx'],' ',7);  

% create header lines for hourly sky vectors (2305 sky divisions) 

text = {'#?RADIANCE'; 'genskyvec -m 4'; 'NROWS=2306'; 'NCOLS=1'; 'NCOMP=3'; 'FORMAT=ascii'};  

  

for t=hours 

hour = data4.data(t:8760:length(data4.data),:); % select 2305 sky patches for certain hours(t) 

in the year (1-8760)          

fid = fopen(['D:\radiance\projects\MM\skies\' FileName num2str(t) '.vec'], 'w'); 

 

for i=1:5 

fprintf(fid, text{i,1}, '%s');  % write header 

fprintf(fid, '\n');             % write header on each new line 

end 

fprintf(fid, text{6,1}, '%s'); fprintf(fid, '\n\n'); % write last header 

  

dlmwrite(['D:\radiance\projects\MM\skies\' FileName num2str(t) '.vec'], hour,'-

append','delimiter','\t'); % write RGB data of sky matrix to sky vector 

fclose(fid);    

end 

%% Importing generated sky vectors 

for i = hours  

FileName2 = [FileName num2str(i)]; % create a filename for each hour 

dataStruct.FileName2 = importdata(['D:\radiance\projects\MM\skies\' FileName2 '.vec']);  

end 

names = fieldnames(dataStruct); % extract names of data structure 

  

%% Disabling direct sky patches by manually creating BSDF file for each hour 

 

for j = 1:length(names)  

direct = find(any(dataStruct.(names{j}).data(2:end,:)>400,2)); % to find the sky patches in 

sky vector that contain direct sunlight (assumed as RGB above 400) 

  

direction = find(any(daylight(:,3*direct)>0.001,2)); % find the incoming window direction 

(Klems patch) related to direct sunlight patches in daylight matrix (coefficient above 0.001) 

  

xml = xml2struct(['objects/xml/lumiduct.xml']); % import xml file with BSDF data of Lumiduct 

  

for b =1:8 

bsdf =str2num(xml.WindowElement.Optical.Layer.WavelengthData{b}.WavelengthDataBlock 

.ScatteringData.Text); % obtain BSDF data from xml file 

  

bsdf(direction,:) = 0.1*bsdf(direction,:); % change incoming window patches in BSDF data with 

direct sunlight to 10% of original visible transmittance 

  

xml.WindowElement.Optical.Layer.WavelengthData{b}.WavelengthDataBlock.ScatteringData.Text = 

num2str(bsdf); % update xml file with modified BSDF data 

end 

  

FileName3 = ['D:\radiance\projects\MM\objects\xml\lumiduct' num2str(j)]; % create an xml 

filename for each hour 

struct2xml(xml, [FileName3 '.xml']); % write updated xml 
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%% calculate illuminance values for 1 hour time step with Radiance 

 

% illuminance results for northeast facing sideglazing of cavity 

system(['dctimestep matrices/v1.mtx objects/xml/safety.xml matrices/daylight1.dmx skies/' 

FileName num2str(j+(n-1)) '.vec | rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - > results/illuminance/SE' 

num2str(j) '.ill']);    

% illuminance results for southwest facing window with lumiduct facade 

system(['dctimestep matrices/v2.mtx objects/xml/lumiduct' num2str(j) '.xml 

matrices/daylight2.dmx skies/' FileName num2str(j+(n-1)) '.vec | rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 

- > results/illuminance/SW' num2str(j) '.ill']);     

% illuminance results for northwest facing sideglazing of cavity 

system(['dctimestep matrices/v3_.mtx objects/xml/safety.xml matrices/daylight3.dmx skies/' 

FileName num2str(j+(n-1)) '.vec | rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - > results/illuminance/NW' 

num2str(j) '.ill']);     

  

%% combine results of each window and hour (skyvector) in one datafile 

 

SE=importdata(['results/illuminance/SE' num2str(j) '.ill'], 'w'); % import SE window 

contribution illuminance results for each hour 

SW=importdata(['results/illuminance/SW' num2str(j) '.ill'], 'w'); % import SW window 

contribution illuminance results for each hour 

NW=importdata(['results/illuminance/NW' num2str(j) '.ill'], 'w'); % import NW window 

contribution illuminance results for each hour 

  

results = SE.data'+SW.data'+NW.data'; % combine illuminance results contribution from each 

window 

dlmwrite('D:\radiance\projects\MM\results\Parametric_results\Results_base_year.ill', 

results,'-append','delimiter','\t'); % combine illuminance results of each hour into 1 txt 

file 

  

end 
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Appendix 6: Climate conditions for Amsterdam & Rome climate 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


